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These proceedings present highlights of a meeting of NIC’s Large Jail Network held in Longmont, Colorado, January 10-12, 1998. Approximately 50 administrators of the largest jails and jail systems in the country attended the meeting. Presentations and discussions focused on two issues: “Generation X” employees and an update of the Prison Litigation Reform Act of 1996.

- **Opening Address: The Future of Our Workforce.** Robert Brown, NIC Academy, offered an overview of the characteristics of Generation X employees and cultural megatrends affecting all organizations, including corrections agencies.

- **Pre-Employment Testing and Selection.** In this session, Mary Ellen Sheppard, Commander of Personnel Services for Maricopa County, Arizona, described that county’s process for hiring detention officers, which has resulted in decreasing the time required to hire a new officer.

- **Use of Pre-Service or In-Service Training During the First Year of Employment.** The three panel members emphasized very different ideas in their presentations. Calvin Lightfoot, Allegheny County, Pennsylvania, pointed to the importance of agencies’ developing mission statements and working with other local agencies. Dolores Messick, El Paso County Texas, described El Paso’s Floor Control Officer program. Mark Kellar offered hints for administrators to make first-year training more effective.

- **Key Issues for Large Jail Network Consideration.** Art Wallenstein, King County, Washington, urged LJN members to participate in the LJN listserv. Dave Parrish, Hillsborough County, Florida, emphasized the value of the Jail Management Certification Commission in promoting professional standards in corrections. Dick Bryce, Ventura County, California, described a new law designed to identify legal and illegal aliens in the jail system prior to arraignment.

- **Generation X Employees and How they Challenge Our Role as Leaders.** Jon Hess, Kent County, Michigan, pointed to the differences between Baby Boomers and Generation X employees and summarized some management approaches that are effective with Generation X employees.
Keys to Developing Good Employees During the First Year. Scott Boies, San Diego County, described the evolution of the county’s Correctional Deputy Sheriff Program. Joseph Norwick, Dane County, Wisconsin, focused on how corrections can develop healthy, well-balanced employees.

Legal Update: Terminating Court Orders Under the Prison Litigation Reform Act. William Collins summarized the issues involved in the decision of whether to terminate current orders under the provisions of the PLRA.

Legal Update: Designing an Access to the Courts Program in Jails after Lewis v. Casey. William Collins identified the changes in jails’ responsibilities to provide inmates access to the courts and to law libraries following the decision in Lewis v. Casey.

Future Meeting Topics. Richard Geaither led a discussion among meeting participants to identify a topic for the next meeting of the Large Jail Network, to be held July 12-14, 1998. The meeting will focus on employee issues, including post-traumatic stress and employee lawsuits, and, if feasible, on innovations in community-based programming, including restorative justice and alternatives to incarceration.
Opening Address: “The Future of Our Workforce”

Robert H. Brown, Jr., National Institute of Corrections Academy

American business has experienced a series of wake-up calls, including Japanese success with different business models. As a result, we have been challenged to come up with a new paradigm, a new framework that will move us from the Industrial Age to the Information Age.

Generation X

Generation X has certain qualities that we, as older managers, need to come to terms with. Generation X employees are part of a changing era that has grown up with technology. This generation is characterized by the following: a desire for instant gratification; comfort with credit cards; and familiarity with technology, including computers. In a sense, what makes Generation X employees difficult is their feeling that they are in control of their own destinies.

MegaTrends

The major trends in society affecting the management of Generation Xers include:

- A move from a national to a global economy;
- The sense of a smaller world-small countries have the capacity to do great economic harm to the U.S.;
- An emphasis on strategic planning in business;
- A move to entrepreneurism;
- A change to informal networks rather than hierarchies;
- Employees less like to have had military experience
- Leaders who are interpersonally attuned, inspiring, and decision makers.

Changes:

- Exploding demographics, including legal and legal immigration;
- A culturally diverse population;
- Unique patterns of cohabitation;
- A large number of people who are functionally illiterate;
- Baby boomers turning 50;
- An influx of women in the workforce;
- Longer life spans;
- Families with two breadwinners;
- An increase in the cost of living.
What is Important to Generation X Employees

- Challenge
- An entrepreneurial environment
- Continued learning
- An environment that allows independent problem-solving
- Quick feedback
- Empowerment

The Challenge for Corrections

Corrections agencies with significant numbers of Generation X employees need to create different kinds of organizations that are no longer paramilitary structures. In addition, we must attract them to the business of corrections. We must not take them for granted and we must change organizational structures to empower these employees and give them an important role.

For additional information, contact Bob Brown, Chief; Academy, National Institute of Corrections, 1960 Industrial Circle, Suite A; 800/995-6429, x111.
Pre-Employment Testing and Selection: A Look at Indicators of a Successful Employee

Mary Ellen Sheppard, Commander of Personnel Services, Maricopa County, Arizona

The Current Reality:

- More inmates
- Fewer officers
- Less resources

Jail administrators are at a competitive disadvantage in competing for quality officers to meet the demands of today’s jails. No kid grows up dreaming of being a detention officer. We need to staff our jail full, but we need to hire quality people. The wrong person in a job creates huge problems. Therefore, our job is find responsible adults. Integrity is the first quality we need to identify. Other qualities also help identify the right person; these include communications skills, academic skills, domestic and social situation, physical skills, financial stability, criminal history, driving record, and decision-making skills.

In Maricopa, the county used to recruit and hire detention officers. The biggest problem was that the process took too long.

Maricopa’s Process

1. Targeted Orientation

The department now periodically announces openings. Prospective officers come to a location outside the city, which is easy to get to and has available parking.

Overview of Job

The person who does the Targeted Orientation is effective, passionate about his job. He talks about career opportunities and describes the job very candidly. It is important to have a strong Personnel Office if you want to hire quality officers. Those in Personnel should not be people on modified duty or on their way out of the agency.

Overview of Hiring Process

The hiring process itself is also described, including the selection phases and selection criteria, which are based on the Arizona Post and MCSO Standards.
Following a break to allow candidates who feel they and the job are not a good match to leave, application materials are distributed. Applicants complete the questionnaire and staff review it immediately. Then the Background Interview is scheduled and a full Background Questionnaire distributed.

**The Keys to Success**

1. Top notch staff who exemplify the kind of person you want to hire
2. Personnel unit
3. Location easily accessible
4. Plenty of parking
5. Flexible scheduling—a customer focus
6. Reliability
7. Validity

**2. Background Investigations**

No onsite personal investigations are done; limitations on staff time, and resources make them impossible. However, Talented background investigators can uncover problems, in part because in an environment of honesty and integrity, disclosure is more likely.

In the Background Investigations, staff review the questionnaire. The interview of the candidate focuses on relevant factors such as social, job, educational, financial, criminal, chemical use, integrity, ability to follow instructions, written and verbal communications skills, and desire for the job. Interviewers avoid medical questions and questions on the extent of drug use, for legal reasons. They limit questions in these areas to those with an impact on the ability to perform essential functions and meet standards.

For candidates that pass this phase, agency personnel conduct complete reference checks and write a written report, followed by a conditional offer of employment to the candidate.

The caseload per background investigator is at least 2 to 1200. It is important to keep hiring decisions at the lowest level possible, to let people do what they do best.

**3. Polygraph Examination**

In connection with the polygraph, the background questionnaire and report are reviewed. Following the computerized polygraph, staff generate a report that notes all discrepancies and whether the candidate was deceptive or not.

**4. Psychological Assessment**

Following a review of the background questionnaire and report, staff administer three instruments: 1.) Written Examination, which includes Emotional Stability Assessment,
16 Personality Factors, CAQ, and Rorschach Ink Blot. 2.) The B-PAD (Behavioral Personnel Assessment Device. 3.) Clinical Interview (on Anger Management, Chemical Usage, Psychological History, Problem Solving, Ethical Alertness, Vocational Responsibility, Non-prejudicial Thinking). Results are scored and staff write a report noting the candidate’s strengths and weaknesses.

The process was recently statistically validated as identifying those with the potential to be good officers.

5. Medical Screening

A contract provider does the medical screening, which is based only on the candidate’s ability to perform essential functions. Some traditional standards, such as eyesight, were eliminated from the exam if they did not correlate directly with a candidate’s ability to do the job.

6. Hiring Decision

Following a review of all information, the Supervisor of the Backgrounds Unit makes a hiring decision. Results are viewed collectively, and there is an emphasis on integrity, anger control, and lack of biases and prejudicial thinking.

7. New Hire Orientation

New hires are given a critical policy orientation. It is important to deal with issues such as harassment up front and to make clear that there will be zero tolerance. The orientation also covers benefits, the academy, and a non-contact placement option.

Analysis of Maricopa’s Hiring Process

A study of nearly 400 new hires found the following:

- 90% of those hired complete successfully the 7-week training academy;
- The mean GPA of Academy graduates is 90%;
- The Mean Defensive Tactics Score is 90%;
- Of those who complete the academy, 85% successfully complete their initial six month probationary period with satisfactory ratings or above;
- The psychological process is not biased against anyone based on age, race, or gender;
- With this new hiring process in place, the average time from registration of an application to a start date for all Sheriffs Department new hires has decreased from 56.37 days to 31.49 days;
- The attrition rate for the Sheriffs Office as a whole has remained relatively constant. The current turnover rate is about 5%.
Creative Approaches

In order to hire additional officers, the Maricopa County Sheriffs Office has also developed some creative approaches, including:

- A summer academy especially for students or teachers;
- Use of part-time employees;
- Return of former employees on a part-time basis.

For additional information, contact Mary Ellen Sheppard, Personnel Services, Maricopa County Sheriff’s Office, 3325 West Durango Street, Phoenix, AZ 85009; 602/256-1814.

Pre-Employment Testing: Large Jail Network Discussion

The discussion following this presentation touched on the following issues:

1. We may not be challenging staff sufficiently. Additional challenges might help with the high attrition rate in some jurisdictions.
2. If you have 20 qualified applicants, how do you decide who to hire? There was concern that Maricopa does no drug testing.
3. Determining the literacy officer of candidates is important.
4. Attracting enough applications and retention are the biggest problems.
5. Employment contracts are a way to get a return on investment; they are a way to get people to stay with the department.
6. Achieving balance in the screening process between too lenient vs. too stringent is difficult. Honesty is a good screening issue.
7. Pay issues are important, because some corrections departments can never catch up with police departments. A solution is to use overtime funds to manage a pool of people.
8. There was some concern about lack of background checks and reliance on candidates’ face value statements.
9. In one jurisdiction, road officers get less than corrections officers; in another, they are hired at the same rate.
10. Retention is an important issue. Perhaps three years is enough. Some departments are hiring Generation X and younger people and then losing them quickly. To some extent, corrections agencies are in competition with the fast food industry.
11. Staff hiring and retention require management support from top leaders.
12. We don’t do a good job in marketing and recruiting.
13. Excellent information can be obtained through exit interviews.
14. Over-qualified officers can also be a problem.
15. Methods of receiving applications vary among jurisdictions, with some being part of Civil Service, while others are not. It is important to find a successful approach within specific contexts.

Suggestions for Large Jail Network:

1. The Large Jail Network could serve as a resource in identifying why corrections agencies lose people. It may be a local culture, different in each jurisdiction, but there may be similarities. One possibility might be a rigorous study of four or five jurisdictions, examining all departures for 1998 to see what the data show about who is leaving and why, as well as who is staying and why. The National Institute of Justice might fund such a study.
Use of Training and Performance Appraisals During the First Year of Employment

Calvin Lightfoot, Allegheny County, Pennsylvania

The recidivism rate among staff is due to the fact that corrections agencies are failing organizations. If we get the same offenders back in our jails over and over, the employee sees that the system does not work. It is no wonder that corrections officers want to be police officers.

In addition, corrections agencies tend to be at battle with other organizations. There is no resource sharing and no collaboration with other agencies such as public health, education, or community organizations. Turf protection keeps us from fulfilling our mission.

What We Can Do

To become successful organizations and retain good employees, corrections agencies need to:

- Do vision statements and disseminate them to everyone, including employees.

  Employees must know there are values at work in the agency. At the heart of the vision should be an emphasis on the importance of public safety and the value of working together.

- Create partnerships with other agencies.

  It is also important to deliver the correct message, which is really that we all have to cooperate.

If we want good employees, we must let them know there are values at work in the agency. We cannot recruit and retain in a failed system. In preservice training, we must be able to talk about more than how you run the institution. Generation X employees can see right through our failures.

For additional information, contact Calvin Lightfoot, Warden, Allegheny County Jail, 950 2nd Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15219-3100; 412/350-2100.
Use of Training and Performance Appraisals During the First Year of Employment

Dolores Messick, El Paso, Texas

Background

El Paso County found that, despite a five-week training academy, its new officers were not performing well when they began work in the facility. In response to what the Sheriffs Department saw as its failure to train adequately, the department established a Floor Control Officer program.

Floor Control Officer

A new officer is now assigned to a Floor Control Officer (FCO) for six months. The program has successfully resulted in new recruits being fully trained by a capable person. The Floor Control Officer goes through a 40-hour training academy and is selected through a competitive process.

The Floor Control Officer works with new recruits five days a week and does an evaluation of their performance on a monthly basis. Any problem is discussed with the officer. If the new officer’s performance is inadequate, there are grounds for dismissal if performance does not improve over the six-month period. After six months, however, it is more difficult to dismiss someone who is performing poorly. On the fifth evaluation, the FTO evaluates if the person would be a good addition to the staff. In addition, the employee does a self-evaluation. They then meet and discuss both perceptions. This is a useful tool.

Advantages of the Program

The FTO tests the new hire constantly, including during down times and under stress. In the past, El Paso County was sued, and the officer said he was trained to do things incorrectly. The FTO program keeps this from happening.

The Floor Officer program has provided the following advantages to El Paso County:

- Increased professionalism;
- No lawsuits
- Enhanced the operation
- Saved money in training and time
For additional information, contact Dolores Messick, Captain, El Paso County Detention Facility, 800 E. Overland, El Paso, TX 79901; 915/546-2217.
Use of Training and Performance Appraisals During the First Year of Employment

Mark Kellar, Harris County, Texas

Background

I am teaching the history of corrections at the University of Houston. In reviewing the past 20-30 years, I can see clear differences over time. Jails in this country used to be disgraceful, but we have made great progress. It is the jail administrator who has made this difference.

Pre Service Training

Texas changed its training requirement to 80 hours of preservice or inservice training within the first year. Harris County has increased its required training to three weeks. However, it is important to remember that all jurisdictions are different. Harris County has a Peace Officer System, but training needs depend on the nature of individual jail systems.

Helpful Hints

1. Get ranking officers to address the training class. This is important from a psychological standpoint, because new employees will behave as they are expected to behave. Messages have much more force if the director spends an hour or two with new recruits.

   It is important to be adamant on two or three points, e.g., the fact that harassment or brutalizing inmates will not be tolerated. Corrections agencies used to be racist organizations, but we have made a lot of progress. We cannot let anyone ruin our programs by racist or sexist attitudes.

2. Set up an administrative structure that meets your needs. It is important to involve staff in decisions. In Harris County, we assemble the captains and ask them to identify what we need. As administrators, we often think in limited ways when we make all decisions on our own. It is important to think creatively, not to be bound by the customary or the traditional.

3. Set training people free to do their jobs and to be innovative.

For additional information, contact Mark Keller, Detention Major, Harris County Sheriff’s Department, 1301 Franklin Street, Houston, TX 77002; 713/755-6043.
First Year of Employment: Summary of Roundtable Discussions

- It is important to recognize that jail staffs constitute a community. There is a mix of employees in the jail, and sometimes sworn staff feel superior to others. They need to understand the importance of teamwork.

- It is not always possible to have a structured program.

- Feedback to new officers should be immediate. The individual should also be able to express how he/she sees their performance.

- Some new officers respond well to coaching, while others respond better to another approach.

- A boot camp mentality is not likely to work.

- Objective measures (e.g., number of incidents while on duty) should be used for performance appraisal in order to make clear the standards that will be the basis for evaluation.

- There is a slightly different connotation between “mentor” and “Floor Training Officer.”

- If the sheriff in a jurisdiction is against training, it is hard for a jail administrator to operate it.

- A mission statement is important; it should be genuinely believed in and it should be included in training.

- An appraisal sheet is helpful for a FTO, as there may be a tendency to bond with the new employee during the first two or three weeks.

- FTO programs require commitment but are beneficial. If they are a continuation of the academy, they should be closely tied to training in the academy.

- The traits valued by the organization ought to fit with the mission statement.
Key Issues for Large Jail Network Consideration

I. Listserv for Large Jail Network  
   Art Wallenstein, King County, Washington

The LJN listserv enables participants to post questions and have them answered very quickly. At this point, however, only 31 of 131 members have signed on. It is important to provide your email address to Richard Geaither (rgeaither@bop.gov) or Carol Lemirande (clemarande@bop.gov), so that you can be added to the list. NIC made a commitment to support the listserv. It could be an invaluable resource, but it is not being used.

II. Jail Management Certification Commission  
    Dave Parrish, Hillsborough County, Florida

The Jail Management Certification Commission has completed its first exams. Forty-two people are now Certified Jail Managers. This is an important stamp of professionalism, and you should be sure your staff knows of this opportunity. If you have questions, call the American Jail Association. The exam will be offered at various sites around the country.

On another topic, standards for direct supervision have stated a maximum ratio of 1 officer to 50 inmates, but there has been no real reason for this number. Actual practice has often been 1:64 or 1:72. The new standard to be published will be 1:64. However, we need to determine a real number based on experience and research.

III. Congressional Bill on Immigration and Naturalization Service  
    Dick Bryce, Ventura County, California

A year-long trial program put Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) agents in the jail to identify aliens, both legal and illegal, who had committed serious crimes. INS had noticed a pattern of repeat crimes committed by aliens and wanted to find a way to get them off the streets to reduce crimes. During the pilot year, INS identified 900 inmates as criminal or illegal aliens and deported them.

The President signed HB1493 in December 1997. The legislation expanded the program to cover 100 counties in the U.S., one-fifth of which are not in border states. Between now and the year 2002, $84 million will be available to jurisdictions interested in participating. Those interested must have a high number of illegal or documented aliens in the jurisdiction. The purpose of the program is to identify and divert aliens who have committed crimes before arraignment. It is a good program and places no burden on the jail. Those interested may apply to the U.S. Attorney General.
Generation X Employees and How They Challenge Our Role as Leaders

Jon D. Hess, Kent County, Michigan

Profile of Generation X

- Born 1964-1981, they are 17 to 34 years old; by the year 2000, they will overtake the baby boomers, who were born 1946-1964;
- They are 30% of the U.S. population today;
- Experiences that have shaped their perspective include:
  - Grew up as latchkey kids, often in single parent families;
  - Moved around a lot in response to changing situations;
  - Grew up in diverse neighborhoods;
  - Influenced by television, which introduced a number of sexual, political, and racial issues;
  - Had masses of information and multiple channels available.

This background made Generation Xers inclined to look for instant gratification and to expect good pay. The idea of “paying your dues” is foreign to them. Because they saw the system let people down, they have no respect for workaholics. Work does not constitute their lives. The many differences between Baby Boomers and Generation X can help managers understand how their experiences have influenced their attitudes. In short, they want instant feedback, have no job loyalty, and want training to do their jobs.

What Generation X Wants Us to Know

Generation X employees want us to know the following about their attitudes toward work:
- They are currently being mismanaged;
- They are actually cautious and will be loyal if they have a reason;
- They don’t like corrections’ agencies paramilitary structures;
- They want to be left alone to show they can do the job;
- They want support, not the sense of being checked on;
- They can see through a fake.

What Works

If Generation X employees are not managed well, they can be a force for cynicism and loss of morale in the agency. Some strategies that work in managing Generation Xers:
- Invite their participation in meetings and encourage them to get information;
- Videotape other employees (e.g., nurses, maintenance staff) offering accurate information about their roles;
- Provide training and encourage participation;
- Give them an opportunity to become trainers, resources, to fellow workers;
- Institute a simple suggestion box and require staff to respond to comments in a certain number of days;
- Celebrate successes of staff in various ways, including email messages, hand shakes, certificates of thanks;
- Rotate assignments in the facility frequently to keep staff interested.

**What Generation X Employees Want**

- Short-term payoffs;
- Participation in goal setting;
- Opportunities to demonstrate resourcefulness;
- A friendly and supportive environment.

**Generation X as Managers**

Many sergeants in corrections facilities are Generation X managers. They have a different style of management from the past. They are included to be more casual, less authoritarian, and to dislike hierarchical structures. We need to come to terms with this, as they are going to become the managers in our facilities.

An interesting book on motivating employees and celebrating their successes is *Teach an Elephant to Dance*. Corrections agencies do not have the resources to celebrate employees’ successes in traditional ways such as providing bonuses or taking them to lunch. However, we need to find other ways to reward them.

**Generation X: Summary of Roundtable Discussion**

1. These kids are not smarter than we are, and they are asking for the same things we did. They are not aliens. They are, in part, a spin-off from our hard work. We should not be afraid of these kids, but should use their energy in our organizations.

2. Generalizing about a whole population has limited value. A whole generation is not the same. We must treat Generation X employees as individuals.

3. You cannot demand respect from these kids; you must earn it.

4. Our line of work demands more from individuals. We are moving into a social work mode with employees and need to talk through all alternatives.

5. We must speak of shared goals. We owe employees something, just as they owe us something.

*For additional information, contact Jon Hess, Jail Administrator, Kent County Sheriff’s Office, 701 Ball Avenue NE, Grand Rapids, MI 49503; 616/336-3177.*
Keys to Developing Good Employees During the First Twelve Months

Scott Boies, San Diego, California

San Diego Sheriff’s Department Corrections Deputy Program

History: The Limited Duty Deputy Sheriff Program (1978-88)

Limited Duty Deputies were an adaptation of the Sheriffs Constable position. They got very low pay, spent only five weeks in the training academy, and were not POST-certified. They were issued sidearms, but were designated as limited peace officers. Limited Duty Deputies had custody and court assignments, the same duties as regular deputies.

Incumbents lost a Federal court lawsuit filed for equal pay. At the height of the program, San Diego County had 110 Limited Duty Deputies on the payroll. However, appointments stopped after five years because of recruiting failures. After nine years, only one LD officer remained.

Correctional Deputy Sheriff Program (1986-present)

The County Board of Supervisors thrust the Correctional Deputy (CD) Program upon the Sheriff as a cost-cutting measure in 1985. Top pay for CDs is 21.8% less than the pay in the top step of a Law Enforcement Deputy.

The county started with 200 positions, which have grown to 662, with 709 positions authorized. CDs wear the same uniform as law enforcement deputies except for the word “Corrections” on the badge. The agency initially tried to limit CDs to assignments with no inmate conduct, but that has changed. They are legally defined as “public officers,” and have “peace officer” status only while they are guarding inmates.

Program Evolution

The county and sheriff converted many deputy sheriff positions to correctional deputy positions. The increase in CDs caused duties to evolve quickly to encompass full responsibility (i.e., all post positions and inmate contact).

A Corrections Sergeant position was established in 1993 with six officers; there are now 25 in the position. Those in this position attend the Academy for 11 1/2 weeks, 444 hours. Training now includes firearm training and certification.
Bumps in the Road

- Variations in hiring standards—including issues of prior drug use, physical criteria, and use of firearms—created some anomalies:
  - Some CDs who were hired when firearm training was not required have been ‘grandfathered’ into the program;
  - Corrections Sergeant could supervise CDs and deputies in the jail but could not qualify for hiring as a deputy sheriff until exceptions to the standards related to drug use were granted;
  - Past administrations granted permits for concealed weapons to CDs, and the practice continues.

Union Representation and Peace Officer Status

The labor union, which represents both deputies and CDs, treated CDs as second class members. CDs are now filing to form a separate union, but the current union is hoping to appease them.

The lack of a career ladder and recruitment from deputy sheriff eligibility lists led to unmet expectations for CDs. Attrition increased as qualified CDs sought and obtained peace officer status. Jail staffing eroded as law enforcement deputies retained the position until completion of training. CDs who are seeking law enforcement careers are being provided incentives to enroll in the extended format academy on their own time.

Job Duties

Until the agency realized that some duties exceeded statutory authority, CDs’ responsibilities included perimeter patrol, armed and uniformed. Since they were utilized throughout the jail system, CDs raised issues of equal work for equal pay. The Board of Supervisors have awarded CDs public safety retirement benefits and agreed to phase law enforcement deputies out of the jail. However, CDs cannot perform certain duties, such as outside perimeter patrol or jail investigations.

Need for a Master Plan and Partial Solutions

The lack of a definitive plan has led to unrest within the CD rank and file, who are concerned because of their uncertain future. In addition, the increase in the variety of CD assignments, including trainer, recruiter, transportation, facility developer, has had ramifications. For example, CDs assigned to transportation want to be armed with semi-automatic weapons as deputies are. They were recently issued assigned on-duty sidearms at a cost of $400 per officer, and they are now demanding individually assigned body armor.
Anomalies and Concerns

One current anomaly is that prisoners are received from field law enforcement officers who are peace officers, guarded in the San Diego jail system by public officers, then turned over to corrections (peace) officers at the state prison.

Additionally, Deputy Sheriffs have concerns that they are being phased out of the jail and being replaced by Corrections Deputies. They feel their career opportunities are dwindling—in terms both of assignments and promotions—as positions are converted to CD positions. Some animosity has developed, along with a sense of a caste system.

What Level of Training?

The department is questioning whether it can continue to use the abbreviated academy format for CDs or whether additional training is needed. State-certified weapons training is now included in the 12-week course.

Convert CDs to Deputy Sheriffs?

The alternative of converting all CD positions to Deputy Sheriff positions would increase annual salary costs by $7 million, not including training and replacement costs. There is also the question of whether San Diego might lose these employees to other agencies after paying for their training. One question is whether there might be a part-time peace officer classification that the legislature would pass or if it would be better to match existing “safety member” retirement package.

Program Future

A summit meeting on the program will take place within the next year. Input from all stakeholders will be discussed and considered to develop a master plan. These perspectives include the CD, legal and legislative issues, recruitment, background investigations, academy, and internal affairs.

For additional information, contact Scott Boies, Captain, San Diego County Sheriff’s Department, 9621 Ridgehaven Ct., Box 429000, San Diego, CA 92142; 619/974-2278.
Keys to Developing Good Employees During the First Twelve Months

Joseph Norwick, Dane County, Wisconsin

Developing Healthy, Well-Balanced Employees

Your Most Memorable Impression of the First Year in Corrections

Twice in my first year, I was called into my sergeant’s office and reprimanded. I learned two things in the first year: first, that it was important to cover your back and the place was full of boneheads, and, second, that my pay check was the most important part of the job. After all, this was just a job, was my conclusion.

Creating a Profession

It is an insult to say, “This is just a job.” That is the image that professional organizations such as the National Institute of Corrections, American Jail Association, and American Corrections Association are trying to correct. Professional organizational standards are reflected in accreditation, and in policies, procedures, and inspections. The question is: How can our agencies and departments foster the ideal of professionalism?

What Do New Employees See in the First 12 Months?

During the first 12 months, a new employee is asking: Why am I here? What is my value to the organization? They need to learn the organization’s vision, mission, and goals. It is important to give new employees a sense of the history of the organization, to show them the big picture.

Selection Process

The selection process should be designed to select for success in the organization. Those selected are special, and we should invest in these special people. The selection process is arduous, with full background screening, psychological testing, and so forth. It is important to convince them that this is more than just a job. Basic training and certification have to build self-esteem; they are a first step, but you must go beyond them. Technology is no replacement for a competent professional staff, common sense, and quality decisions.

Training

Training must be continued beyond basic certification. We need to use the two-year probation period well, both to watch for bad performance and reward good performance. New employees should be evaluated regularly, in part by getting input from others,
including staff and volunteers. Supervisors and evaluations have a role in continued training.

The organization should weed out bad employees, rather than live with them. Don’t let turnover and vacancies override the fact that some people are not cut out for the job. If you put up with bad employees, you contribute to the problem.

**Organizational Response to the Personal Side of Life**

Generation X employees are looking for something more than a job. One question is how we respond to the personal lives of employees, including their problems. It is also important to have a system of rewards for good behavior and performance. Such rewards can include attitude awards, commendations, and catching all levels of employees in doing things right. Even the simple things like picnics, retirement parties, food days matter. Such events reinforce the idea that “this is more than just a job.”

**Bottom Line: Is This a Good Place to Work?**

The organization’s goal should be to have career employees. A variety of facility assignments and training can assist in career path development. Employees should have options to do move to different areas and do different things.

As jail administrators, we don’t own the jail; it belongs to the community. With few exceptions off inmates will shortly be back in the community, which means that the community has a stake in the jail. In Dane County we invite the community into the jail; we also work cooperatively with other local social service agencies.

To stop recidivism of offenders, we challenge corrections officers to come up with new programs. Some new programs include tax assistance, an AID$ program, and a grant to bring in private services such as mental health and a job program. We must tap into the creativity in our organizations.

Creating a professional, competent staff also allows me to attend groups such as the Large Jail Network and share information to enable me to become better at administration. By being professional and competent on a daily basis, employees are helping to achieve the vision and mission of the agency.

This is more than just a job. This is a career.

For more information, contact Joseph M. Norwick, Captain, Dane County Sheriff’s Office, Public Safety Building, 115 W. Doty St., Madison, WI 53703; 608/259-5929.
PLRA Goal

A major goal of the PLRA was to reduce the level of federal court oversight of state and local correctional facilities. It limited the courts’ power to order relief, limited the powers of special masters, invited termination of old court orders, and created disincentives for inmate suits.

Terminate Court Orders

Under the PLRA, existing court orders may be terminated:

- Consent decrees may be terminated immediately. The Benjamin decision said that although the decree is terminated, there is an implicit contract embodied by the decree, which remains enforceable in state court.

- There is concern today with the upcoming “open season” on non-sent decrees, which begins two years after date of passage of the PLRA (April 26, 1998). This provisions would also include consent decrees, although it would not be concerned with the presence or absence of “magic words.”

PLRA: Termination

For every court order in effect prior to passage of the PLRA (April, 1996), upon motion, the court must terminate the order, unless it finds current constitutional violations.

- A decree cannot be extended because the courts thinks problems might recur. It can’t be extended if compliance with extra-constitutional provisions of the decree is not at issue.

- The idea is that, unless conditions currently violate federal law, the federal court has no business in continuing an Order.

If violations are found, the court must re-examine the form of relief. All prospective relief injunctions must:

- Be narrowly drawn—All injunctions must be narrowly drawn to correct specific violations of federal law;

- Extend no further than necessary to correct violations of a federal right;
- Be the least intrusive means necessary; and
- Give “substantial weight” to its effect on public safety and the operation of the criminal justice system.

Old orders that do not meet these requirements are subject to immediate termination.

**Should You Terminate?**

The decision of whether to terminate court orders depends on:

- The intensity of the court’s supervision of your system;
- Whether there are still legitimate claims that need to be addressed;
- Whether you are willing to invest the time and money required;
- A determination of the degree to which current operations are impacted by the decree.

You need to decide if the decree helps you enforce professional standards or if it is a hindrance to operations. Is it a boon (such as a population cap) or a boondoggle (such as restrictions that were applied to an old jail being carried over to a new jail)? Of course, you may not have the luxury to keep the “boon” order because of intervener powers. Other powers, such as prosecutor, policy, county councilpersons with their own agendas can ask for termination.

**Termination: Three Issues**

- Is the “right” still a right? Especially for older decrees, has the law changed? If the law has changed, then a former violation might no longer be a violation even if facts haven’t changed.

- Facts: Do violations still exist? Do the facts still violate the law? Answering these questions requires an objective assessment of the facts and an investment in proving your case. Although, in theory, PLRA puts the burden of proof on the plaintiff to prove a continuing violation, in practice, you should plan to prove that violations no longer exist.

- Before bringing a motion, do your own careful analysis. Bring in experts for review. An expert will also be needed at hearings. An early expert review may show areas of needed improvement that are correctable before the motion.

- Remember that a selective termination is presumably possible; that is, you could move to terminate only portions of the Order.
• Scope of relief If a problem still exists at the constitutional level, but it isn’t as great as it was, or if portions of the Decree have been terminated, the original Order may be too extensive.

• An examination of this question will combine a legal review, a factual analysis of the current situation, and, probably, a review of your history of compliance and difficulties with the court. If you have had a running war with a district court for 10 years on compliance, don’t look for an easy out or reduction in the scope of the Order. You may have to work through the District Court to the Court of Appeals.

**Strategizing Out Loud**

• Do your homework before you file the motion. Know your strengths and weaknesses and move ahead accordingly.

• It may be possible to negotiate a revised Order. The plaintiff may be willing to agree to drop some parts of the case.

  The PLRA makes a traditional consent decree hard to enter, but a “private settlement agreement” may be possible. This would be an agreement between parties, not enforceable in federal court, and enforceable in state court only if the parties agree.

• The question of who to serve when a motion is filed is a potential problem in an old case. (In *Taylor v. State of Arizona*, 1997, the state served the former counsel in a motion to amend, but the counsel no longer represented plaintiffs. The court set aside the earlier revised order because of improper notice.

• The 30-day stay provision is probably unconstitutional. It may not be a battle you want to fight, but the general idea is that the court shouldn’t sit on the motion, so put pressure on for an early hearing.

• Should we let the dust settle? There are still various unanswered questions about PLRA’s termination aspects, which the courts are addressing. A very early motion to terminate may get drawn into these legal battles. If the Decree is not a major problem, it may be better to wait for a year or so until the rules of the game are somewhat clearer.

**Summary**

Long-running federal court orders can distort the ideal scheme of government, which assumes, in the case of the jail, that the jail will be operated under the authority of local government officials. Federal oversight is the exception. PLRA wants to emphasize “exception.”

• PLRA gives the opportunity to terminate federal court oversight. Defendants are in the position to take the offensive by analyzing their situation, getting their house in
the best possible order, and taking the initiative.

- Success in these efforts, as with other types of litigation, will depend on the degree of preparation.

For additional information, contact William Collins, Attorney at Law, P. O. Box 2316, Olympia, WA 98507; (360) 754-9205.
Access to the Courts: The Old Way

Following Bounds v. Smith in 1977, it was the duty of a corrections agency to provide access to the courts including a law library and persons trained in the law. The inadequacy of a law library was grounds for filing suit against a corrections agency. In response, a jail or prison could add books or space, or allot more time for inmates to spend in the library. Most jails could not provide adequate libraries. They often used access from nearby libraries, but the courts usually found such approaches inadequate. Under this old system, jails went to a great deal of effort, but with little benefit except compliance with the *Bounds* decision.

**Lewis: A New Day Dawning**

The decision in *Lewis* reaffirms the principle that corrections has a “helping duty” with respect to access, but it modifies the impact. The focus is on the right of an inmate to access to courts not to a library. The decision addresses only civil rights and criminal matters. For a jail, potential problem areas at the margin and include an inmate who no longer has representation or who is representing himself. The *Lewis* decision encourages institutions to experiment with different ways of providing assistance, perhaps by providing minimal access to a library along with access to forms.

The greatest change following *Lewis* is that an inmate must show that he has actually been injured in some way as a result of lack of assistance. Many inmate claims related to court access are being dismissed on the grounds that they do not show injury.

**Lewis and Prejudice**

Possible forms of injury to an inmate include dismissal of the case or inability to file a case. Courts will no longer engage in abstract reviews of library quality. An issue important to jails is “length of stay.” Delay of weeks or perhaps months may not be sufficient to show injury. If you are trying to restructure your law library, you might be able to give priority of access to inmates with longer time to serve in the facility.

**(Re)Creating an Access to the Courts System**

1. Establish a grievance system. This will slow down inmates in civil rights cases.

2. Tell inmates what resources you have and how to get them. Provide a list of materials and a list of lawyers and organizations willing to help. This enables you to
show the court what you have done. Providing simply an access to forms is inadequate protection.

3. Develop a mini-library including packets of materials that help inmates understand the law and how to file suit.

4. Consider using a lawyer. It is possible to draw up a contract that defines limits, such as the specific groups a lawyer could assist (e.g., those who are illiterate, those serving a long time in jail). This is potentially simpler than using a system involving books because there are no delivery or access issues. Lawyers are under an ethical obligation not to bring frivolous lawsuits.

**Federal Materials in a Law Library**

- Court pleading forms-the district court will send forms;
- Court rules-contained in two or three paperback books;
- How to file Habeas 1983s actions-“how to do it” books;
- How to do legal research;
- Texts on habeas, inmate rights;
- Publications to stay current (e.g., Criminal Law Reporter, Detention and Corrections Case Law)
- Information on getting help
- Perhaps Federal Reporters, USC, federal digests, encyclopedias

In general, inmates are better off with digests of opinions than full texts of decisions.

**State Materials in a Law Library**

- Check with counsel. If inmates have counsel, you need the following materials:
  - How to do post-conviction challenges-state habeas court petitions;
  - Court forms, rules
  - State statutes, annotations-a full set
  - Sentencing manuals
  - Selected digests

**Backup Library**

A backup library is not required but is not a bad idea. There should be some ability for an inmate to get delivery of research. Delivery of materials to an inmate in segregation might also be appropriate. Establishing a charge or co-pay for copies is possible. It is important to document what you provide.

**Library Access**

Remember that you control access. Inmates have a right to access to courts, not to libraries. For inmates in segregation, it is perhaps possible not to provide access for a
limited period; for others, you might want to provide delivery of materials. Do not forget female inmates in your facilities.

Problems at the Margins

You need to consider how to deal with problems at the margins. These include the access of segregated inmates and what to do with inmates who cannot read. The options include doing nothing and waiting to be sued; providing inmate law clerks, which is not wise because inmate turnover is too great; or providing limited referrals to lawyers. It is important to assess the magnitude of problems and your resulting exposure to potential suits.

Process for Catching the Problems

The wider the margins, the greater the possibility for problems. You need a system for flagging potentially sensitive legal issues. One approach is to establish a grievance system to alert key staff to problems. It is important to tell inmates what the grievance system is.

Closing

The Lewis decision invites experimentation, including the possibility of reducing the library and establishing more administrative alternatives. It is important to devise a systematic approach to problem identification so that when an issue on the margin emerges, you have a response.

For additional information, contact William Collins, Attorney at Law, P.O. Box 2316, Olympia, WA 98507; (360) 754-9205.
Future Meeting Topics

Richard Geaither led a discussion among meeting participants to identify topics for the next meeting of the Large Jail Network. Topics suggested were the following:

- Employee lawsuits
- Post-traumatic stress
- Medical issues
- Restorative justice
- Alternatives to incarceration
- Marketing the jail
- Special needs inmates
- An update on funding sources
- Innovations in community-based programming
- Tuberculosis and OSHA regulations
- Funding source alternatives to inmate welfare funds

A vote among meeting participants determined that the next meeting will focus on two topics:

1. Employee issues—including post-traumatic stress and employee lawsuits
2. Innovations in community-based programming (if feasible)

The next meeting of the Large Jail Network will be in Longmont, Colorado, on July 12-14, 1998.
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Meeting Agenda
Introductions and Program Overview . . . . . . . . . . . . Richard Geaither
Correctional Program Specialist, NIC Jails Division

Opening Address:

Presentation

*The Future of Our Workforce: Pre-employment Testing, Recruiting, Hiring, Training and Evaluating ‘New -Age’ Employees’* and *“Training and Performance Appraisal Issues During the First Twelve Months of Employment*

Robert Brown, Program Specialist
NIC Academy Division
BREAKFAST

8:30 AM Pre-Employment Testing and Selections: A Look at Indicators of a Successful Employee

.................... Mary Ellen Sheppard
Commander of Personnel Services
Maricopa County, AZ

9:15 AM ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION

10:00 AM BREAK

10:15 AM Use of Pre-Service or In-Service Training and Performance Appraisals to equip new staff to meet specific expectations during the first year of employment.

.................... Calvin Lightfoot - Allegheny Co., PA
.................... Delores Messick - El Paso Co., TX
.................... Mark Kellar - Harris Co., TX

11:15 AM ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION

12:00 NOON LUNCH

1:00 PM Key Issues for Large Jail Network Consideration

.................... Richard Geaither

1:15 PM The "Generation X", "Twenty-Something New Age Employee" and how they are challenging and changing our role as leaders.

.................... Captain Jon D. Hess
Kent County, MI
2:00 PM ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION

2:45 PM BREAK

3:00 PM What are the keys (excluding the performance appraisal process) to developing healthy well balanced employees during the crucial first 12 months of service.

.......................... Scott Boies - San Diego, CA
.......................... Rob Sprecher - Shelby Co., TN
.......................... Joseph Norwick - Dane Co., WI

4:00 PM ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION

5:00 PM ADJOURN

5:30 PM DINNER

Please note: Evening Session

7:00 PM Legal Issues Update - Update of PLRA (Prison Litigation Reform Act) and other issues

.......................... William Collins
Attorney at Law, Olympia, WA

* * *
8:00 AM  **Legal Issues Update** (cont)  

.................... William Collins, Attorney at Law

Olympia, WA

10:00 AM  Presentation of Future Meeting Issues and meeting evaluations

11:00 AM  **RECAP AND CLOSEOUT**  ......................... Richard Geaither
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115 West Doty St.  
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Davidson County Sheriffs Dept.  
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Mr. Dennis Cheatham, Major  
DeKalb County Sheriffs Department  
4415 Memorial Drive  
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Denver Sheriffs Department  
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Duval County Sheriffs Office  
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El Paso County Detention Facility  
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(915) 546-2217 FAX: 915-546-2028

Mr. Carlos A. Mestas, Captain  
Fresno County Sheriffs Department  
2200 Fresno Street  
Fresno, CA 93721  
(209) 488-2917 FAX: 209-488-3982

Mr. Lafayette Briggs, Deputy Chief  
Fulton County Sheriffs Department  
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(404) 853-2034 FAX: (404) 853-2045
Mr. Edward Bauchiero, Asst. Superintendent  
Hampden County Sheriffs Department  
627 Randall Road  
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(413) 547-8000  FAX: 413-547-8357
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Ms. Cora K. Lum, Deputy Director  
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Hillsborough Co. Sheriff’s Office  
P.O. Box 3371  
Tampa, FL 33601  
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Hudson County Corrections Center  
35 Hackensack Avenue  
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Jefferson County Corrections Dept.  
730 west Main street, ste 300  
Louisville, KY 40202  
(502) 574-2167  FAX: 502-574-2184

Ms. Donna L. Martin, Administrative Coord.  
Jefferson County Corrections Dept.  
730 west Main street, ste 300  
Louisville, KY 40202  
(502) 574-2167  FAX: 502-574-2184

Mr. Jon Hess, Jail Administrator  
Kent County Sheriff’s Office  
701 Ball Avenue NE  
Grand Rapids, MI 49503  
(616) 336-3177  FAX: 616-336-2122

Mr. Arthur Wallenstein, Director  
King County Dept. of Corrections  
500 5th Avenue  
Seattle, WA 98104  
(206) 296-1268
Mr. Dave Sweikert, Deputy Chief  
Clark County Detention Center  
330 South Casino Center Boulevard  
Las Vegas, NV 89101  
(702) 455-3951  FAX: 702-455-3954

Mr. Barry King, Chief  
Los Angeles County Sheriffs Dept.  
Custody Division  
450 Bauchet Street  
Los Angeles, CA 90012  
(213) 893-5001  FAX: 213-473-6058

Ms. Mary Ellen Sheppard, Personnel Services  
Maricopa County Sheriffs Office  
3325 West Durango Street  
Phoenix, AZ 85009  
(602) 256-1814  FAX: 602-272-1857

Mr. Michael T. Abode, Deputy Warden  
Middlesex County  
Department of Adult Corrections  
P.O. Box 266  
New Brunswick, NJ 08902  
(908) 297-3636 x211  FAX: 908-297-2947

Mr. Mark Warichak, Inspector  
Milwaukee County Jail  
949 North Ninth Street  
Milwaukee, WI 53233  
(414) 226-7059  FAX: 414-226-7099

Mr. Richard C. Cox, Superintendent  
Milwaukee County House of Correction  
1004 North 10th Street  
Milwaukee, WI 53233  
(414) 427-4756  FAX: 414-427-8017

Mr. Ronald J. Bouforte, Dep. Warden  
Monmouth County Corrections, Youth Services  
1 Waterworks Road  
Freehold, NJ 07728  
(732) 431-7850  FAX: 732-294-5985

Mr. William Partain, Lt. Cal.  
Norfolk Sheriffs Office  
811 East City Hall Ave.  
Norfolk, VA 23510  
(757) 441-2203  FAX: 757-441-2531

Mr. Henry C. Wallace, Captain  
Oakland County Sheriffs Office  
1201 North Telegraph Road  
Pontiac, MI 48341  
(248) 858-5417  FAX: 248-452-2117

Mr. Edward A. Royal, Jr., Director of Corrections  
Orange County Corrections Division  
P.O. Box 4970  
Orlando, FL 32802  
(407) 836-3573  FAX: 407-836-3523
Mr. Jerry Krans, Asst. Sheriff
Grange County Sheriffs Department
P.O. Box 449
550 No. Flower Street
Santa Ana, CA 92702
(714) 647-1802 FAX: 714-953-3092

Mr. Brian H. Gillen, Deputy Superintendent
Plymouth County Correctional Facility
26 Long Pond Road
Plymouth, MA 02360
(508) 830-6240 FAX: 508-830-6201

Mr. Milton M. Grump, Deputy Director
Prince George’s County Department of Corrections
13400 Dille Drive
Upper Marlboro, MD 20772
(301) 952-7014 FAX: 301-952-7285

Mr. William K. Cudworth, Deputy Warden
Rhode Island Dept. of Corrections
40 Howard Avenue
Cranston, RI 02920
(401) 464-3802 FAX: 401-464-3094

Mr. Dean Carr, Chief Deputy
Salt Lake County Sheriffs Office
2001 South State #S2700
Salt Lake City, UT 84190-1430
(801) 468-3914 FAX: 801-468-3928

Mr. James E. Nunn, Deputy Chief
San Bernardino Co. Sheriffs Dept.
655 East Third Street
San Bernardino, CA 92415
(909)-387-3402 FAX: 909-387-3402

Mr. Scott T. Boies, Captain
San Diego County Sheriffs Dept.
9621 Ridgehaven Ct. - Box 429000
San Diego, CA 92142
(619) 974-2278 FAX: 619-974-2291

Mr. Michael A. Tidwell, Superintendent
St. Louis Division of Corrections
Department of Public Safety
1200 Market, Room 402
St. Louis, MO 63103
(314) 381-1872 FAX: 314-622-4392

Mr. Herbert L. Bernsen, Assistant Director
St. Louis County Department of Justice Services
100 So. Central
Clayton, MO 63105
(314) 889-3269 FAX: 314-854-6608

Mr. Savala Swanson, Chief
Tarrant County Sheriffs Department
100 N. Lamar Street
Fort Worth, TX 76112
(817) 884-3162 FAX: 817-884-3173
Mr. Joseph Ponte, Director
Union County Jail
15 Elizabeth Town Plaza
Elizabeth, NJ 07207
(908) 558-2613    FAX: 908-527-4097

Mr. Richard S. Bryce, Undersheriff
Ventura County Sheriffs Department
800 South Victoria Avenue
Ventura, CA 93009
(805) 654-2383    FAX: 805-645-1391

Mr. Michael T. O’Malley, Dir. Security & Operations
Vermont Department of Corrections
103 south Main street
Waterbury, VT 05671-1001
(802) 241-2316    FAX: 802-241-2565

Mr. Darryl D. Fordham, Deputy Director/Jails
Wayne County Sheriffs Department
1231 St. Antoine
Detroit, MI 48226
(313) 224-0778    FAX: 313-224-2367

Mr. Carlos Jackson
Denver County Sheriffs Department
P.O. Box 1108
Denver, CO 80201
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Success in Selection
DETENTION OFFICER HIRING PROCEDURES

More Inmates
Fewer Officers
Less Resources

These truths could be expressed in more eloquent ways, but no matter how they are said the reality is the same. Jail administrators are competing for quality officers to meet the demands of today’s jails at an obvious competitive disadvantage. The problem is further exacerbated because hiring officers is not enough—numbers aren’t the only concern. To avoid litigation, reduce liability, and manage risk, there must be an emphasis on quality. But, how do you find quality officers? How do you avoid hiring the problem employee while meeting the demand for staff? Bottom line, how do you hire responsible adults in a responsible way?

GOAL: TO HIRE RESPONSIBLE ADULTS IN A RESPONSIBLE WAY.

PROCESS:

I. TARGETED ORIENTATION:

Overview of Job:
   Given by Detention Supervisor
   Consistent Information Provided
   Real Life/Real Issues
   Focus on Career/Challenge/Opportunity

Overview of Hiring Process:
   Selection Phases: Background, Polygraph, Psychological, Medical
   Selection criteria
   AZ POST & MCSO Standards

   (Break) Allows those who feel either the job isn’t right for them or they aren’t right for the job to exit.

Distribute Application Materials
Distribute and Explain Background Questionnaire
   Sixteen pages reflect the ‘whole’ candidate
   Emphasis on INTEGRITY and FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS
(Applicants complete questionnaire and staff review)

Schedule Background Interview
Distribute full Background Questionnaire

“If it is predictable, it is preventable!”
(Gordon Graham)

KEYS TO SUCCESS:

1. Top notch staff
2. Accessible location
3. Candidates treated as ‘customers’
4. Candid discussion of job with staff
5. Expedited process
6. Immediate feedback to candidates
7. Cooperation with County HR

II. BACKGROUND INVESTIGATION:

Review Questionnaire
Interview Candidate (Relevant Factors: Social, Job, Educational, Financial, Criminal, Chemical Use, Integrity, Ability to Follow Instructions, Written, Verbal Communication Skills, Job Desire)

(Avoid medical questions and extent of drug use (ADA). Limit questions in these areas to ability to perform essential functions and meet standards)

Complete Reference Checks
Complete Written Report

(Conditional Offer of Employment)

KEYS TO SUCCESS:

1. Top notch staff (exemplify the kind of person you want hired)
2. Personnel Unit
3. Location easily accessible
4. Plenty of parking
5. Flexible scheduling-customer focus
6. Reliability
7. Validity

DISCUSSION PTS.

1. No standardized test
2. No physical agility test

1. No onsite investigation with references
III. POLYGRAPH EXAMINATION:

Review Background Questionnaire & Report
Conduct Interview
Complete Polygraph (Computerized Polygraph System)
Report generated-Deceptive or not; discrepancies noted

KEYS TO SUCCESS:

1. Staff experience
2. Communication
3. Get at issues in multiple ways

DISCUSSION PTS.

1. Drug Screen Option

IV. PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT:

Review Background Questionnaire & Report
Written Examination (Emotional Stability Assessment 16 Personality Factors, CAQ, Rorschach Ink Blot)
B-PAD (Behavioral Personnel Assessment Device)
Clinical Interview (Anger Management, Chemical Usage, Psychological History, Problem Solving, Ethical Alertness, Vocational Responsibility, Non-prejudicial Thinking)
Scored results-rated 1 - 5; lower score better.
Report generated: Strengths, Weaknesses

KEYS TO SUCCESS:

1. Validity
2. Reliability
3. Communication
4. Statistical Analysis

DISCUSSION PTS.

1. Conflict between high interpersonal skills and authoritarian approach
2. Highest scores-better???

V. MEDICAL SCREENING:

Contract Provider
Based Upon Essential Functions Only
Report generated-Ability to perform job; preexisting conditions

KEYS TO SUCCESS:

1. Detailed, quality essential functions
2. No Subjective Standards
3. Communication

DISCUSSION PTS.

1. No physical agility
VI. **HIRING DECISION**

All Information Reviewed  
Individual Components of Process-NOT Pass/Fail-Viewed Collectively  
*Emphasis on Integrity, Anger Control, Biases & Prejudicial Thinking*  
Made by the Supervisor of the Backgrounds Unit unless exception to hiring standards being considered.

**KEYS TO SUCCESS:**

1. Decision made by lowest possible level appropriate  
2. Consistency  
3. Attention given to behaviors which create problems later: Use of Force, Harassment

**DISCUSSION PTS.**

1. Standards v. Vacancies

VII. **NEW-HIRE ORIENTATION**

Critical Policy Orientation  
Benefits  
Academy  
Non-contact Placement Option

**KEYS TO SUCCESS:**

1. Ensure expectations for professionalism are known before first day as an employee  
2. Allows placement in-between scheduled academies

**DISCUSSION PTS.**

GEDERAL HIRING STANDARDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Standards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drug Use:</td>
<td>AZ Post Standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal History:</td>
<td>No felonies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No misdemeanors in past three years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment:</td>
<td>No termination in past six months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No pattern of disciplinary problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic:</td>
<td>No license suspension/DUI in past three years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No pattern of violations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological:</td>
<td>Score 3 or higher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyraph:</td>
<td>No deception indicated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical:</td>
<td>Able to perform essential functions with/without reasonable accommodations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Look for consistent responses. Focus on whole person. If standard not achieved, look at circumstances. Override possible.
Analysis of Hiring Process*

- 90 percent of the people hired successfully complete the seven week training academy.
- Mean GPA of Academy Graduates is 90%
- Mean Defensive Tactics Score is 90%
- Of those who complete the academy, 85% successfully complete their initial six month probationary period with satisfactory ratings or above.
- The psychological process is not biased against anyone based upon age, race or gender-no adverse impact
- With this process in place, the average time from the application being registered to a start date (for all Sheriff new hires) has decreased from 56.37 to 31.49 days.
- The attrition rate for the Sheriffs Office, as a whole, has remained relatively constant.

General Observations

1. The hiring process overall does a statistically valid job of selecting the right candidates for the position of detention officer in a timely manner.
2. Attributes valued in the selection process, e.g., good interpersonal communication skills and non-aggressiveness, may though be considered less valuable by supervisors.
3. More often than not, when the process fails, a ‘red flag’ was there (If it is predictable, it is preventable)
4. The elimination of a pre-employment test increased the number of overall candidates, but resulted in a slight increase in academic failures in the Detention Academy.
5. The introduction of the Orientation resulted in a lower resignation rate for new-hires who decided, after being hired, ‘the job isn’t what they expected.’
6. The lack of physical agility testing (pre-hire and on-going) has raised a concern
7. The process works...responsible adults are being hired...but, more applicants are required. We need to look at:

   NON-TRADITIONAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITES
   PART TIME EMPLOYEES(Academy in summer: students/teachers for part-time work during school year, full time summers)
   TEMPORARY EMPLOYEES
   RECRUITMENT EFFORTS
   BETTER MARKETING! ! !

8. On-going evaluation is essential.

* Based upon a study completed by Jeffrey T. Stone, MCSO Psychological Services
   MCSO Personnel Statistics
SUMMARY

**Hire Responsible Adults in a Responsible Way**

through a

**Comprehensive Selection Process**

which is

**Valid & Reliable**

*The Right Person*

- Detailed Essential Functions
- Targeted Orientations
- Comprehensive Screening
- Relevant Selection Criteria

*All The Time*

- Dedicated Personnel Unit
- Best Staff Assigned
- Best Environment Provided
- Resources Made Available
- Consistent

&

**Timely**

**Put into the Process What You Want Out of It**

**ROLE OF COMMAND:**

- Set up the Process
- Support the Process
- Support the Staff
- **Don't Meddle**

**Acknowledgements:**

Lt. Paul Russo, MCSO Backgrounds Supervisor  (602) 256-1814
Jeff Stone, MCSO Legal Liaison
Dr. Robin Ford, Director Psychological Services
Scott Hermann, Psychological Assistant
Grace Fribbs, MCSO Employee Liaison
Tiffani Shaw, Return to Work Coordinator
15.a. ESSENTIAL JOB TASKS are those primary responsibilities that the individual who holds the position must be able to perform unaided or with the assistance of an accommodation. Essential job tasks are those fundamental to successful performance of the position. Marginal job functions which may be performed by some incumbents on some occasions, but are incidental to the primary responsibilities of the position, are not considered essential job tasks.

The following should be carefully completed by someone familiar with the position to filled (i.e. immediate supervisor, incumbent, etc.) Refer to the class specification, position description, or incumbent's performance evaluation as necessary. If you need clarification or assistance, contact your department's ADA Coordinator or your recruiting analyst.

15.b. IDENTIFY THE ESSENTIAL JOB TASKS of the position, indicating the percentage of time performing. Circle the appropriate responses for each task:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task Letter Code</th>
<th>Essential Job Tasks: DETENTION OFFICER</th>
<th>% of time performing</th>
<th>Frequency:</th>
<th>Does the position exist to perform this task?</th>
<th>Is there insufficient staff available to assist in performing this task?</th>
<th>Does this task require a high degree of specialized skill?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Conduct security walks &amp; head counts. This includes standing, stair climbing &amp; walking for long periods of time. This requires the ability to distinguish color and perceive shapes to identify inmates, officers &amp; citizens.</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>constantly occasionally</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Perform facility &amp; inmate cell searches. This includes stooping, kneeling, crouching, laying down &amp; crawling under bunks, lifting &amp; climbing to reach all areas of the cell &amp; facility including climbing ladders/stairs to reach overhead skylights, attic crawl spaces, rooftops, etc.</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>constantly occasionally</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Perform searches of inmates &amp; visitors which includes touching &amp; feeling clothing to detect weapons &amp; contraband. Also includes the ability to squat, stoop, stretch, bend to floor level to search pant legs, socks &amp; shoes.</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>constantly occasionally</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Perform frisk &amp; strip searches of inmates which includes visually observing unclothed inmates to detect weapons &amp; contraband.</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>constantly occasionally</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Conduct continual visual surveillance of inmates and various areas of detention facilities. This requires twisting and bending to view various monitors.</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>constantly occasionally</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Provide inmate services; recreation, serving meals, visitation, clothing exchanges. This includes lifting food trays, beverage containers, canteen bags and bundles of laundry weighing 1 to 80 lbs. Requires bending, stooping and kneeling. While on recreation may spend several hours exposed to the elements outside.</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>constantly occasionally</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Quickly select &amp; correctly operate appropriate button switches &amp; knobs used to control doors, slides &amp; communication systems while maintaining emotional control under extreme stress. Be able to distinguish between audio alarms for radio dures activations, P.A. systems, phone ringing, perimeter alarm activations, etc. This could be going on at the same time.</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>constantly occasionally</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Pursue fleeing inmates on foot. This includes the ability to run, climb or jump, bend, stoop and crawl over a prolonged distance.</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>constantly occasionally</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Attach additional copies as needed to show all essential job tasks)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task Letter Code</th>
<th>ESSENTIAL JOB TASKS:</th>
<th>% of time performing</th>
<th>Frequency:</th>
<th>Does the position exist to perform this task?</th>
<th>Is there insufficient staff available to assist in performing this task?</th>
<th>Does this task require a high degree of specialized skills?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Monitor and control all activities regarding inmate movement. This includes escorting/walking inmates to various locations within the jail facility. During the hours of darkness be able to observe the movement of large &amp; small groups of inmates as these groups move form one location to another in fair to poorly lit areas. May include 9 separate housing units spread out over an area of 450,000 square feet. Movement between housing units may be outside.</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>constantly frequently occasionally</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>Use body force to gain entrance through barriers to seize or rescue inmates. This could involve extreme body force.</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>constantly frequently occasionally</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Subdue resisting inmates using hands &amp; feet while employing defensive tactics or approved non-lethal weapons. Restraining resistive inmates forcibly may include kneeling, bending or stooping as well as lifting the inmate after he/she is restrained.</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>constantly frequently occasionally</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Respond quickly to emergency situations which may include physically restraining combative inmates, lifting &amp; carrying inmates during a medical crisis or putting on an air pack for a fire emergency. This includes entering smoke-filled areas appropriately by stooping or crawling, selecting and opening fire extinguishers/hoses &amp; physically removing inmates from danger which may include dragging unconscious victims. (Average 180 lbs.) This also includes escorting inmates up &amp; down stairs to evacuate areas while wearing emergency equipment.</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>constantly frequently occasionally</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Perform basic first aid procedures &amp; cardiopulmonary resuscitation as needed. This includes kneeling and bending.</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>constantly frequently occasionally</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Gather information for investigations by interviewing &amp; obtaining the statements of the victims, witnesses, suspects &amp; confidential informants. Handwriting capabilities are necessary.</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>constantly frequently occasionally</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>Prepare log book entries and write reports using appropriate grammar, symbols and legible handwriting. This includes the ability to perform simple mathematical functions.</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>constantly frequently occasionally</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Inventory &amp; inspect security equipment through testing which includes pressing buttons, turning switches and lifting/turning equipment.</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>constantly frequently occasionally</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Operate telephones, electronic equipment, fingerprint equipment, cameras, &amp; fax machines. This includes the ability to turn electronic knobs &amp; typing for computer/data entry.</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>constantly frequently occasionally</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Communicate effectively over radio channels while initiating &amp; responding to radio communications, often under adverse conditions.</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>constantly frequently occasionally</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Letter Code</td>
<td>ESSENTIAL JOB TASKS:</td>
<td>% of time performing</td>
<td>Frequency:</td>
<td>Does the position exist to perform this task?</td>
<td>Is there insufficient staff available to assist in performing this task?</td>
<td>Does this task require a high degree of specialized skills?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Communicate verbally &amp; effectively by listening &amp; providing information, direction &amp; commands to inmates and/or the general public. This may include managing interpersonal conflict between inmates to maintain order. This communication may take place in areas where there is an additional level of noise, etc.</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>constantly frequently occasionally</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Exercise independent judgment within legal guidelines. This includes the ability to read &amp; comprehend rules, regulations, policies &amp; procedures for purposes of ensuring appropriate officer behavior/response involving the general public.</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>constantly frequently occasionally</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>Subdue resisting inmates using approved non lethal weapons, i.e. Pepper spray (Chemical discharge containing-Oleo Resin Capsicum). stun device (short duration exposure containing 50,000 volts and .004 amps.)</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>constantly frequently occasionally</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Be capable of manually unlocking and opening 8 x 12 metal gates to allow vehicles to enter the jail grounds.</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>constantly frequently occasionally</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>Ability to work any shift due to detention facilities operating 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>constantly frequently occasionally</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>Perform perimeter checks in a vehicle.</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>constantly frequently occasionally</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Provide courtroom security, as well as, documenting judicial information, i.e. bond information, sentence and release information.</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>constantly frequently occasionally</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>Inventory of inmates belongings: clothing, personal property for transport to other facilities. This includes standing for long periods of time, lifting, climbing a ladder while carrying semi-heavy bags of clothing. Requires the ability to distinguish color and shapes to identify clothing for inventory purposes.</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>constantly frequently occasionally</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Ensure legal documentation pertinent to an arrest/release is complete and processed to the appropriate areas; count, court, court desk, facility. Requires good proofreading skills, standing for long periods of time and positive communication with outside agencies to include police and probation departments.</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>constantly frequently occasionally</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB</td>
<td>Cash accounting of inmates funds to open an account or close an account. Requires sitting for extended periods of time.</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>constantly frequently occasionally</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 15c. WORK ENVIRONMENT (check the appropriate box for each factor)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>Not Applicable</th>
<th>Rarely</th>
<th>Frequently</th>
<th>Constantly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>indoors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>outdoors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>above 90 degrees</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>below 40 degrees</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>air conditioned</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chemicals/fumes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smoke/dust</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wet/damp area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>confined area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stairs or ladders</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unprotected heights</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high noise level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dim lighting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bright lighting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 15d. SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT (check the appropriate box for each factor)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Not Applicable</th>
<th>Rarely</th>
<th>Frequently</th>
<th>Constantly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>emergencies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>traumatic subject matter (crime, accidents, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dangerous environment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interruptions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>time pressures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high volume of work</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>handling multiple or complicated tasks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unscheduled tasks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frequently changing tasks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accuracy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>decision making</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>concentration/vigilance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>teamwork</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isolation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>work in close physical proximity of others</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>public contact</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>overtime/rotating shifts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other: reassignment to different locations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 15e. PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT (complete the following for each task)

**TASK** | Not Applicable | indicate the task letter(s) of the corresponding Essential Job Task(s) from section 15b. on the preceding page.

- Sitting: G, O, BB
- Walking: A, B, C, E, F, H, N
- Driving a vehicle: X
- Reading: A, F, N, P, T, Y, AA
- Distinguishing colors: A, E, F, I, L
- Bending/kneeling: B, C, D, E, F, K, L, M
- Reaching: A, B, C, D, E, F, K, L, M, Z
- Twisting: A, B, C, E, F, G, K, L, M
- Climbing: A, B, E, I, L, Z
- Crawling: B, L, M
- Crouching: B, C, D, F, K, L
- Balancing: B, F, Z
- Wearing protective gear: B, C, D, L, M
- Precise dexterity: G, H, K, M, P, Q, S, T, Y

### 15f. IF LIFTING, carrying, pushing, or pulling is involved (complete the following, indicating appropriate distance and weight)

| TASK                          | Weight | indicate the task letter(s) of the corresponding Essential Job Task(s) from section 15b. on the preceding page:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lifting floor to waist</td>
<td>lbs</td>
<td>B, F, L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifting waist to shoulder</td>
<td>lbs</td>
<td>B, F, L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifting shoulder to overhead</td>
<td>lbs</td>
<td>B, L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrying a distance of (undetermined) ft.</td>
<td>20 - 300 lbs</td>
<td>B, F, L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pushing or pulling a distance of (undetermined) ft.</td>
<td>20 - 300 lbs</td>
<td>B, F, L, Z</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Various Weight. I.e. property, food trays, air packs to individuals. (300 lbs)

The environments described are only representative of how the essential job tasks are currently performed or envisioned. As such, in order to accommodate disability or limitation, the essential job tasks may be performed in ways other than described on this page.

**15g. COMPLETED BY:** Capt. Moose, Waelde, Karowski, & Lt. Gad

**Title:** Detention Bureau

**Phone:** 226-1000
There is More Than Money at the Bottom Line

By Bruce Tulgan

When I speak to business leaders and managers all over North America, the question I am asked most often is this: “Are Xers really motivated by anything other than money?” The answer is an emphatic “YES.” Of course, Xers want to be fairly remunerated for the work we do. Who doesn’t? What is more, if the job ever becomes “just a job,” then money will be the most important incentive in a manager’s repertoire. But, Xers want much more than money out of work. Work is critical to Xers’ self definition and sense of well-being because it is our greatest opportunity to build a new kind of success and security from within ourselves. That means that managers have it within their power to provide non-financial incentives which are profoundly important to Xers.

The non-financial incentives most sought by Xers are Self Building™ opportunities. If you are an empowering manager and create conditions for effective delegation, you can send Xers’ motivation level into the stratosphere with Self Building™ bonus incentives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Self Building™ Incentives Package</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learning new marketable skills.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building long term relationships with individuals who can help us.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tackling creative challenges and collecting proof of our ability to add value in any workplace.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Self Building™ Bonus Incentives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Greater responsibility for tangible results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased creative freedom.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More power to plan our own work schedules.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bruce Tulgan is the author of Managing Generation X (Merritt, 1995) and founder of Rainmaker, Inc.
Leaving Without Really Leaving
By Bruce Tulgan

Recruiting new employees can be time consuming and expensive. Sometimes, you have to recruit two or three or four employees just to add one new high performing value adder to the team - someone who is going to stick around for a while. Then you have to tram them and that costs money. It can take anywhere from six to twenty-four months before new employees earn more for an organization than they cost. If you are losing employees inside the first two years, you may be getting a zero return on your recruiting and training investment. That's a problem. Granted, there are some employees you are probably happy to bid good riddance. But, what about when you lose the solid performers, and worst of all, the rising stars?

Look at the top four reasons why solid performers and rising stars leave their jobs in established organizations:

- To devote more time to their personal and family lives.
- To pursue a better job (greater responsibility, creative freedom, more flexible schedule, new learning opportunities, more money).
- To go back to school for an advanced degree.
- To start a business.

There are many ways for an organization to entice valued employees to stay. You can offer them raises, promotions, benefits, learning opportunities, and creative challenges. But, if they want to leave, let them leave... without really leaving.

The fact is, you can probably hold onto many of the solid performers and rising stars who leave... if you are willing to employ them on a more flexible basis.

Why can’t they leave their positions as full time employees, but still add value on a part time basis, or as a flextimer, telecommuter, periodic temp, or consultant? After all, you’ve already invested in recruiting and training them. They know the organization and the people in it. They have some valuable skills and experience. Leverage your investment. Most will be happy for the opportunity to take on as much work as they can fit into their lives and they’ll do as good a job as ever. Probably even better.
MENTORING GENERATION X
By Bruce Tulgan

Generation Xers are so fiercely independent that sometimes people assume that Xers are not interested in having mentors. The truth is that most Xers place a high value on opportunities to build lasting relationships with those in the workplace who have grown wise through experience. While information and technology have usually been Xers' most reliable problem solving resources, teachers have usually been Xers' primary human supporters outside of family (and sometimes including family). Most Xers welcome the chance to create long term bonds of loyalty with teaching managers and mentors, especially in a world where Xers cannot believe in long term bonds of loyalty with established organizations.

Xers rarely turn to mentors for raw information they can find elsewhere. What Xers look for from mentors is the kind of learning that is not available from other sources:

- Someone they can look to as a role model;
- Someone who will teach them and share experiences with them;
- Someone who will care about them and help answer some of their deepest questions;
- Someone who will push them and demand more of them than they may demand of themselves;
- Someone who believes they are capable of achieving the impossible and is willing to help them do it;
- Someone who will provide them with unique opportunities to prove themselves;
- Someone who will introduce them to others;
- Someone who will value their opinions and ideas, seek their input and learn from them.

By mentoring Xers, managers demonstrate a deep commitment and provide valuable direct support for Xers' Self Building™ process and win Xers' most dedicated efforts. Plus, being a role model keeps the pressure on you to always be at your very best; teaching helps you think of new ways of looking at problems and solving them; and having a prote'ge' forces you to practice your leadership skills - priority setting, communication, and motivation.
BUILDING TEAM SPIRIT

By Bruce Tulgan

How do you build team spirit in a climate of rapid change and intense competition? That challenge seems even greater when some or all of your team members are fiercely independent Generation Xers—accustomed to solving problems in their own way and at their own pace.

Xers are so fiercely independent because most grew up spending a lot of time alone, either because their parents didn’t stay married, or both parents worked, or because parents in the 1960s and 1970s just tended to be more permissive than parents in the past. This childhood of aloneness taught Xers to expect to fend for themselves. But the other side of being alone is loneliness and most Xers also have a strong desire for connections, opportunities to build meaningful relationships around shared goals, and the chance to contribute to something of lasting value. That is why the right kind of team can be such a fantastic opportunity for Xers’ growth, learning and achievement.

What Xers Look for in a Team

1. Teams focused on solving immediate needs and producing concrete results fast
2. Teams in which each individual is brought in because he or she has unique skills and knowledge to offer
3. Teams in which authority is fluid and facilitative; based on who has the most skill, knowledge and experience to deal with the specific matters at hand
4. Teams in which each individual gets credit for his or her individual contributions

Bruce Tulgan is the author of Managing Generation X (Merritt, 1995) and founder of Rainmaker, Inc.
SHARE THIS ADVICE WITH YOUR NEW HIRES

By Bruce Tulgan

Our generation is entering the workforce during the most profound change in the economy since the industrial revolution. This change goes well beyond things like downsizing, restructuring and reengineering. The nature of work itself is changing fundamentally and forever. Organizations are leveling out their hierarchies and becoming more fluid because their staffing strategies must be adapted to fast changing and unpredictable markets. More and more work is being done by ad hoc teams of specialists from across several functional areas who come together just long enough to tackle particular projects or address immediate needs. Fewer and fewer people work in old fashioned “jobs” anymore--doing the same tasks on the same schedule in the same building in the same department for the same boss from one day to the next.

While no one may ever again have an old fashioned job, there will always be a lot of work to do. Today, employers need flexible workers prepared to adapt to rapidly changing circumstances and get the job done, whatever the job happens to be on any given day. You will keep growing as long as you continue building your skills and seizing opportunities to add value.

KEY SURVIVAL STRATEGIES FOR THE WORKFORCE OF THE FUTURE

- Be a voracious learner and build new skills more quickly than they become obsolete.
- Approach relationships with individuals in terms of what you have to offer.
- Identify and seize opportunities to add more value in everything you do.
- Be ready to reinvent yourself or your role in any organization.
- Don’t compromise your physical, mental, or spiritual well-being for any reason, including work.
- Don’t make plans more than one year ahead, but plan your days and weeks in detail.

Our newsletter is now available via the World Wide Web. Instead of a fax or letter, we can send an e-mail each month that provides notification of the latest release. Please e-mail us at rainworld@aol.com for more information.
REDEFINING THE MEANING OF “GENERATION X”

By Bruce Tulgan

By 1991, advertising executives were using “Generation x” as a code word for the post-baby boomer market segment considered so difficult to pin down. There had been a punk rock band called “Generation x” in the early 1980s. But the mathematical variable did not become a common referent for the post-boomer demographic until the success of Douglas Coupland’s novel Generation X (1991), which featured a group of jaded twenty-somethings dropping out of the rat-race. By 1993, it was official: the successors to the baby boom were being called “x” by Time, Newsweek, BusinessWeek, and Fortune. In the four years since 1993, the ubiquitous term has become the inescapable name for the fifty-two million Americans born between 1963 and 1977. Inescapable as the term may be, we can insist on defining the meaning.

1 **Renewable loyalty:** Xers don’t expect long-term relationships with established employers, rather Xers expect to be independent value adders, routinely reinventing ourselves and our roles in any organization.

2 **Selective focus:** The information revolution shaped the way Xers think, learn and communicate, which makes Xers uniquely suited to thrive in today’s tidal wave of information and technology.

3 **Creative entrepreneurism:** Xers’ latchkey childhood taught us to be independent problem solvers. We look for opportunities to prove ourselves to ourselves and others by producing tangible results.

4 **Tuned-in to feedback:** Xers seek constant feedback from the world around us to guide our ongoing adaptation to change.
“Why Should I Care?”
By Bruce Tulgan

When I was first traveling and speaking to business leaders about Generation X, the most common response was this:

I have young people lined up ‘outside my door begging for jobs. Why should I care how they want to be managed? If they don’t like it, they can leave and make room for the next one in line.

But in the new economy of fluid markets, fierce competition and unpredictable staffing needs, the market for skilled Xers has become very competitive:

- Demand for young workers has increased substantially for the fourth consecutive year (following four consecutive years of decline).
- Shortages of young skilled employees are reported throughout the service sector, including computer programming, retail, accounting, and engineering.
- Starting salaries in these service sector fields are projected to be 4% higher than one year ago.

Why? There is a growing premium on flexible workers who can: (1) acclimate quickly to new environments, (2) take charge of their own skill building, (3) easily learn new technologies, (4) seize emerging opportunities, (5) focus on results, (6) monitor feedback constantly and adjust rapidly to changing circumstances, and (7) anchor themselves to relationships with individuals, instead of institutions.

Xers have these traits because we are shaped by the same forces shaping the changing workplace, and we have no other point of reference. With no stake in the workplace of the past, Xers expect to be sole proprietors of our skills and abilities, working as independent value adders on a project by project basis.

These days people are asking, “How can I gain strategic advantage by recruiting, motivating and retaining the best young workers?”

Stay tuned for our next three newsletters: August (Recruiting), September (Motivating), and October (Raining).
RECRUITING GENERATION X

By Bruce Tulgan

Business leaders in every industry are scrambling to become employers of choice for Generation X. Considering the skyrocketing cost of recruiting and training, employers agonize when those investments go walking out the door without ever paying a dividend. Just think of the strategic advantage in becoming a magnet for the best young talent, especially those trained at the expense of your competitors.

Create a powerful recruiting message based on the opportunities Xers seek

- Marketable skills
- Relationships with decision makers
- Creative challenges yielding proof of our ability to add value
- Growing responsibility and room for creative expression
- Flexible schedules

Treat your recruiting process like an ongoing campaign

- Deliver the recruiting message at every opportunity in every available venue
- Gear your Web site toward recruiting because potential applicants will probably visit more often than potential clients and customers
- Encourage your best employees to recruit their friends
- Build personal relationships with college placement officials so they send you their best people
- Discuss career issues with your favorite clients, customers, and vendors and let them know about opportunities in your organization
- Provide internships and cooperative education programs in order to preview potential recruits and give them a chance to preview your organization
- Stay in close touch with your prized employees so you don’t lose them, because an ounce of retention is worth a pound of recruiting

Stay tuned for our next two newsletters: Motivating (September) and Retention (October).
Skilled workers of all ages are trading old fashioned dues-paying and ladder climbing for a new career path based on mobility. Generation Xers are leading the charge. Xers are moving from one new experience to the next, soaking up the flood of Self Building™ dividends that comes with each new experience: marketable skills, relationships with decision-makers, and creative challenges that allow Xers to collect proof of their ability to add value.

When the Self Building™ dividends slow down, a job is in danger of becoming just a job. Keep Xers focused on the job by making it the center stage of their growth and development:

- Make training an obsession in your organization. Fill the workplace with training resources and give Xers the remote control.

- Teach Xers to micromanage themselves. Help Xers carve up the job into bite size chunks so they can frame their roles in terms of tangible day-to-day results.

- Move from six and twelve month reviews to FAST Feedback. FAST is frequent, accurate, specific and timely.

- Reward people every day for stellar performance. You can't give people raises every day, but you can expand your repertoire of non-financial rewards and incentives.
Skilled workers of all ages are trading security for mobility, and Xers are leading the charge by moving from one new experience to the next, soaking up training resources, creative challenges, and exposure to decision-makers. These are the elements of the new job security. Getting trapped for too long in the same tasks and responsibilities, answering to the same people in the same place, for the same hours, day after day, is the greatest threat to the new job security. In this trap, the pace of Self Building™ slows down to a crawl—no matter how fast-paced the job—and Xers begin looking for an escape hatch. The problem is that most of the obvious escape hatches lead right outside of your company.

TAKE A NEW APPROACH TO RETENTION:

◆ Build internal escape hatches. Give people the chance to reinvent themselves right within your company. Let them move into new skill areas, work with new people, take on new tasks and responsibilities, work different hours, or work from a new location.

◆ Create personal retention plans. From day one, talk with each employee about her career planning, the various roles she might play in the company over time, and what you might have to offer at each stage of her career. Maintain an ongoing dialogue so you can address issues as they arise.

◆ Cultivate fluid relationships. Build renewable short-term loyalties with employees based on win-win project-oriented transactions.

◆ Allow people to leave without leaving. When valued employees want to leave, offer them the chance to continue adding value on a part-time basis, as flextimers, telecommuters, periodic temps, or consultants. Consider offering sabbaticals (three months, six months, a year) after which you would welcome them back with open arms. After all, as you’ve already invested in recruiting and training them, why not leverage your investment?
Xers know that our voracious appetite for on-the-job learning is the key to our success. In today’s knowledge driven economy, that voracious appetite is also the key to your organization’s success. The knowledge and ideas of your employees can quickly become product and service innovations, shaking up markets and keeping your organization on the cutting edge. In the post-information revolution economy, market leaders in every industry will be the organizations populated by knowledge workers at all levels: Workers who routinely leverage information and knowledge in their work. To grow knowledge workers at all levels, an organization must support employee efforts to acquire expertise and transform themselves, the roles they play, the work they do, and their value in the organization and on the open market.

1. Prepare for transforming your employees into knowledge workers by conducting an inventory of the core competencies of your business and your employees, and brainstorm a list of all the dormant knowledge dimensions that could be mobilized.

2. Recognize that knowledge work is not about “what you do,” but rather “how you do it.” Ask employees to inventory their core competencies and the knowledge dimensions of their tasks and responsibilities. Then ask them to recommend plans for reinventing their jobs as knowledge work.

3. Commit to turning every employee into a resident expert on something (anything).

4. Ask everyone to be a teacher and share their expertise with co-workers.

5. Encourage employees to suggest new knowledge-based revenue streams: Can any products be enhanced with a knowledge service? Can any services be enhanced with a knowledge product?

6. Grow your brightest stars into recognized niche experts with high market value.
Teach Xers to Micromanage Themselves

Managers often complain to me that Generation Xers are reluctant to take direction from the boss—it seems like they just don’t want to be told what to do. The truth is that most Xers are perfectly glad to be told what to do. They just don’t want to be told how to do it. Xers say, “Give me a clear target and get out of my way so I have a chance to prove myself.” This insistence on doing things their own way is what makes Generation X the most entrepreneurial generation in history. It also causes a lot of managers a lot of anxiety. How should a manager calibrate the delegation of responsibility to a relatively inexperienced member of the team?

1. Stick to the principle that all work should be divided into clearly delineated tangible results, each result assigned to an owner and each owner assigned 100% responsibility.

2. With newer employees who have not yet earned much responsibility, assign 100% ownership for tangible results that are smaller in scope. Let them use these smaller results as proving ground to earn ownership of larger results.

3. Attach a concrete deadline to every tangible result, regardless of scope.

4. Spell out any parameters, guidelines, or specifications at the time results and deadlines are assigned.

5. With larger results, require result-owners to make and submit a plan of action including intermediate goals and deadlines, as well as the concrete actions necessary to achieve each intermediate goal.

6. Encourage result-owners to monitor change and be prepared to adjust goals and fine-tune their plans.
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To require the Attorney General to establish a program in local prisons to identify, prior to arraignment, criminal aliens and aliens who are unlawfully present in the United States, and for other purposes.
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A BILL

To require the Attorney General to establish a program in local prisons to identify, prior to arraignment, criminal aliens and aliens who are unlawfully present in the United States, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-
tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

SECTION 1. PROGRAM OF IDENTIFICATION OF CERTAIN DEPORTABLE ALIENS AWAITING ARRAIGN-
MENT.

(a)ESTABLISHMENT OF PROGRAM. - Not later than 6 months after the date of the enactment of this Act, the
Attorney General shall establish and implement a program to identify, from among the individuals who are incarcerated in local governmental incarceration facilities prior to arraignment on criminal charges, those individuals who are within 1 or more of the following classes of deportable aliens:

(1) Aliens unlawfully present in the United States.

(2) Aliens described in paragraph (2) or (4) of section 237(a) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (as redesigned by section 305(a)(2) of the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996).

(b) DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM – The program authorized by subsection (a) shall include:

(1) the detail, to each incarceration facility selected under subsection (c), of at least one employee of the Immigration and Naturalization Service who has expertise in the identification of aliens described in such subsection; and

(2) provision of funds sufficient to provide for—

(A) the detail of such employees to each selected facility on a full-time basis, including the portions of the day or night when the great-
est. number of individuals are incarcerated prior
to arraignment;

(B) access for such employees to records of
the Service and other Federal law enforcement
agencies that are necessary to identify such
aliens; and

(C) in the case of an individual identified
as such an alien, pre-arraignment reporting to
the court regarding the Service’s intention to
remove the alien from the United States.

(c) **SELECTION OF FACILITIES.**

(1) **IN GENERAL** - The Attorney General shall
select for participation in the program each incarcer-
ation facility that satisfies the following require-
ments:

(A) The facility is owned by the govern-
ment of a local political subdivision described in
clause (i) or (ii) of subparagraph (C).

(B) Such government has submitted a re-
quest for such selection to the Attorney Gen-
eral.

(C) The facility is located-

(i) in a county that is determined by
the Attorney General to have a high con-
centration of aliens described in subsection (a); or

(ii) in a city, town, or other analogous local political subdivision, that is determined by the Attorney General to have a high concentration of such aliens (but only in the case of a facility that is not located in a county).

(2) **NUMBER OF QUALIFYING SUBDIVISIONS.**—The total number of local political subdivisions determined under clauses (i) and (ii) of paragraph (1) (C) to meet the standard in such clauses shall not be less than 100.

(3) **TREATMENT OF CERTAIN FACILITIES.**—All of the incarceration facilities within the county of Orange, California, and the county of Ventura, California, shall be selected for participation in the program.

**SEC. 2. STUDY AND REPORT.**

Not later than 1 year after the date of the enactment of this Act, the Attorney General shall complete a study, and submit a report to the Congress, concerning the logistical and technological feasibility of implementing the program under section 1 in a greater number of locations than those selected under such section through-
(1) the assignment of a single Immigration and Naturalization Service employee to more than 1 in; carceration facility; and

(2) the development of a system to permit the Attorney General to conduct off-site verification, by computer or other electronic means, of the immigration status of individuals who are incarcerated in local governmental incarceration facilities prior to arraignment on criminal charges.
Large Jail Network: Legal Update

Terminating Court Orders Under the Prison Litigation Reform Act

(PRLA, part deux)
PLRA Significantly Modified by Second Circuit

by Fred Cohen

The controversial consent decree termination procedures of the Prison Litigation Reform Act (PLRA) just took an interesting turn in a Second Circuit decision, Benjamin v. Jacobson, 124 F.3d 162 (2d Cir. 1997). In response to New York City’s motion to terminate several consent decrees, the embattled Federal District Court Judge Harold Baer upheld the constitutionality of PLRA, 18 U.S.C. § 3626(b), allowing a defendant or intervenor to vacate a pre-PLRA consent decree where there is no finding of unconstitutionality on the record. Benjamin v. Jacobson, 935 F. Supp. 332 (S.D.N.Y. 1996). Judge Baer actually vacated the decrees, and without a hearing on whether current constitutional violations existed. His order was stayed by the Second Circuit pending their review. (For a review of Judge Baer’s decision, see VIII CLR 33 (October/November 1996).

Now, a three-judge panel of the Second Circuit, with Judge Guido Calabresi writing, affirmed in part, and reversed in part—and managed to partly salvage pre-PLRA consent decrees. Judge Calabresi, former Dean of Yale Law School, is a first-rate scholar on federal jurisdiction and remedies and his well crafted opinion is likely to be broadly persuasive.

See PLRA, page 61

Failure-to-Train Liability Remains More Theoretical Than Real

The following conversation took place recently in the dynamic, high pressure editorial offices of the Correctional Law Reporter.

“Computer,” we said, “let’s find out what is happening with ‘failure to train’ lawsuits, the type of suit where the plaintiff claims that her rights were violated because the government employee was not properly trained.”

“Okay,” muttered the computer in its flat, mechanical voice. “What do you want me to look for?”

“Look back through the last year or so of cases from the federal district courts and courts of appeal and find all the cases where the phrase ‘failure to train’ appears in a case along with either ‘prison’ or ‘jail.’”

“Okeedokee, boss,” and the electronic marvel plunged into several CD-ROMs from the West Publishing Company and returned a long list of decisions where the sought-for words appear.

Now came the time consuming part, calling up these cases and reading them to see what they said about “failure to train.” Despite the help of the computer, we managed to get through only about half the total list, checking 100 or so cases, beginning with the most recent and moving backwards. The cases dealt with failure-to-train claims from corrections, many from law enforcement, and several involving schools.

Failure to Train Claims Usually Fail

Our findings are almost identical to a similar review we conducted back in 1992: Failure-to-train claims are a common part of civil rights claims, but they almost never succeed; at least in reported decisions; plaintiffs in some failure-to-train cases may win settlements, but these cases would not be revealed in our review of published decisions). See IV CLR 33 (November 1992).

We found only one opinion in which the court said “defendants are liable for...” See LIABILITY, next page
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I dissent from my co-editor’s optimistic view of the Second Circuit decision in the Benjamin case (see “PLRA Significantly Modified by Second Circuit” p. 1). I do not believe the decision will be persuasive to most other circuits (although I can envision the Ninth Circuit taking a similar approach), especially where persuasiveness counts most: in the Supreme Court. Pessimistically, I see confrontations between state and federal courts and confusion for the defendant who dares try to have a consent decree terminated under the Prison Litigation Reform Act (PLRA).

Worst Case Scenario

What is the worst case scenario which could come from the Second Circuit’s demonstration of judicial creativity in Benjamin? An agency moves to terminate a consent decree under the PLRA. It is an old decree which contains many very detailed requirements, many of which are not constitutionally mandated. It has no specific termination date nor clear standards for termination. It may even have been developed around a facility which no longer exists and now be applied to a new facility. The district court finds that the decree does not comply with the PLRA’s requirements and must be terminated unless the court finds constitutional violations continue. Following a hearing, the court finds that there are a couple of continuing violations warranting continuation of portions of the decree, but in several other areas, the court must end its jurisdiction.

An Unholy Mix of Federal and State Oversight

The court enters its order regarding the continuing violations. It “remands” the rest of the case to a state court. To enforce the decree’s remaining portions. It also retains some vague sort of oversight over the state court and its treatment of the decree, to assure that the court enforces the decree lest plaintiffs contractual rights be somehow unconstitutionally impaired.

The state court tells the federal court to take a hike, that it has no power to saddle the state court with the task of overseeing a consent decree. When the dust of litigation over this issue settles, and assuming the Second Circuit’s view prevails and the state court now has oversight responsibility for portions of the consent decree, the defendants now answer to the federal court on some portions of the decree, a state court on the rest of the decree, and perhaps must defend the state court’s decisions in front of the same federal court.

Co-editor Cohen’s suggestion that damages could be awarded should the state court not enforce the decree with enough vigor raises a question: Damages against whom? The state court judge? Another round of litigation on this question looms.

Ah, this unholy mixture of both federal and state court oversight over a largely constitutional jail is certainly the goal Congress had in mind when it passed the PLRA. Right. Better that the consent decree termination provisions of PLRA simply be declared unconstitutional than create this new welter of overlapping and interlocking state and federal court jurisdiction over a facility which, remember, is largely constitutional.

Cooperative Agencies Penalized?

There is one additional irony from the Benjamin approach. Other portions of the termination sections of the PLRA provide for termination of contested orders when no continuing constitutional violation can be shown. Under the terms of the PLRA, parties cannot avail themselves of these provisions yet, but will be able to two years after the effective date of the PLRA. Assuming these termination provisions are upheld (and they pose fewer constitutional questions than do the consent decree termination provisions of the Act), the cooperative defendant who agreed to settle a case through a consent decree will, in effect, be penalized for that cooperation by having a state court continue to enforce provisions of the decree while the party that litigated and lost a case will be able to have the case terminated if the constitutional violations have been cured.

Second Circuit Approach May Create Confusion - Other Circuits Take Different Tack

by Bill Collins

While the Second Circuit’s interpretation of PLRA invites the sort of confusion described above, two other circuit courts have applied the consent decree termination provisions of the PLRA in much less controversial fashion.

In a decision released only three weeks before Benjamin, the Eighth Circuit upheld the constitutionality of the consent decree termination provisions of the PLRA, reversing a district court decision to the contrary. Gavin v. Branstad. 112 F.3rd (8th Cir. 1997). The case was remanded to the district court to determine if any constitutional violations continued which would support the court continuing some level of jurisdiction in the case. In rejecting several different arguments that the termination provisions were unconstitutional, the Gavin court discussed the impairment of contract theory which was the basis of the Second Circuit’s decision that a decree terminated at the federal level enjoys a continuing life in state court. Assuming the statute’s provisions substantially impaired the contract rights to the plaintiffs (which the court said it seriously doubted), the court found that the law was rationally related to a legitimate governmental interest and therefore did not unconstitutionally impair plaintiffs’ contract rights. The thought that a decree terminated at the federal court level might take on some new life in state court was not a thought that appeared to enter the minds of the three judges deciding the Gavin case.

The first court of appeals decision examining the termination provisions of PLRA is consistent with the Gavin holding. Plyler v. Moore. 100 F.3d 36.5 (4th Cir. 1996). While the inmate plaintiffs did not raise an impairment of contract argument in Plyler, the general tenor of the opinion leaves little doubt that had the contract issue been raised, it would have been rejected along with the various other constitutional challenges to the Act which the court addressed and found wanting.

See COLLINS, next page
This is a highly technical opinion suitable for an advanced seminar in constitutional law and remedies. Our effort will be to communicate its essence and implications without bewildering our non-lawyer readers and without offending our many lawyer readers.

Definition of “Relief” is Critical

There are seven decades at issue here, the earliest dating from 1978-79 and with a history replete with charges of noncompliance by plaintiffs and judicial overreach by defendants. The areas involved include detainees' mail, searches, property, physical plant, food, health, and sanitation. The broad sweep of these decades led in 1987 to the creation of an agency entitled Office of Compliance Consultants which was charged with monitoring the defendants' compliance with the decrees.

Under PLRA's termination provision a defendant or intervenor is entitled to “immediate termination of prospective relief” in cases where a court had originally granted such relief without making the findings that are now mandatory under § 3626(a). (That is, the relief is narrowly drawn, extends no further than necessary to correct the federal violation, and is the least intrusive corrective measure available).

The key term — italicized above — is relief and it is Judge Calabresi's interpretation of relief that manages to resurrect the decrees in this case, albeit with quite a different spin. As a matter of interpretation, then, if relief means the past consent decrees themselves then they are annulled on motion. In effect, Judge Buer at the district court level read the law as requiring past consent decrees to be annulled on motion if they did not comply with the new PLRA requirements. Read this way, once vacated it is as though there had never been an agreement or decree and there is simply nothing left. The case is simply over.

On the other hand — and this is the approach adopted by Judge Calabresi at the circuit level — if “relief” simply means federal judicial enforcement, then the decree remains alive, although the federal courts cannot enforce it any longer, absent findings of continuing constitutional violations.

Decree Enforceable as Contract Under State Law

So, you wonder, what good is a decree in federal court that cannot be enforced by the federal court? Ah, that is the creative part of this decision. A consent decree shares the characteristics of a contract and a judgment; it is unique in law. Viewed then, as a contract solemnly entered into by plaintiffs and a state or local governmental entity the agreement is enforceable, as a contract, in state court!

Judge Calabresi explains that legislative termination or alteration of relief (or remedies) is constitutional while legislative termination of a decree is dubious at best. Following long-accepted rules of interpretation, the reviewing court feels bound to avoid a constitutional question when possible and judicial interpretation of ambiguous legislative language is the hardest technique to do so.

Thus, the agreement, see decree, remains valid but the judicial forum changes.

COMMENT: This ruling, of course, is valid only in the Second Circuit and the rule of the case binds only the parties to the lawsuit. This is, however, a highly regarded circuit, and Judge Calabresi is an acknowledged constitutional law scholar, and it is likely to be highly persuasive in other, similar cases.

To our knowledge, this is the first Circuit Court of Appeals to follow this path, although the eminent district judge Kenneth took a similar tack in Inmates of Suffolk Co. v. Sheriff of Suffolk Co., 952 F. Supp. 869 (D. Mass. 1993). John Boston, lead counsel for the original plaintiffs, surely must feel as though he revived the dead.

One may ask: What about state court enforcement? Aren't state courts generally more hostile to prisoner claims than federal courts? Aren't state courts barely knowledgeable about correctional law? Is the apparent saving of older consent decrees rather illusory?

Judge Calabresi opines that plaintiffs should be able to obtain all the relief from state courts, including specific performance, previously available in federal courts. If state courts do not enforce the contractual rights embodied in the consent decree/contract, then this might constitutionally impair the parties' contractual rights giving rise to a federal court action which could include damages.

Obviously, defendants will now not
Large Jail Network: Legal Update

Designing an access to the courts program in jails after

Lewis v. Casey:

A light at the end of the tunnel?
Does Lewis v. Casey
Open the Door To Smaller, Less Costly Law Libraries?

Caution: This article discusses options for providing inmates with "meaningful" access to the courts in light of Lewis v. Casey, 116 S.Ct. 2174 (1996). The alternatives discussed below have not been "court tested." Any agency considering reducing the legal resources it currently provides to inmates should do so only with advice of counsel that takes into consideration the most recent interpretations of Lewis. An agency that pushes the limits of Lewis, absent clear case authority supporting a particular proposal, probably should expect to have to defend its actions before a district court and court of appeals, which may not agree with the reasoning, results, or narrow interpretations of Lewis.

The dust from Lewis v. Casey, 116 S.Ct. 2174 (1996) has settled somewhat, permitting examination of what the case may mean in terms of what resources an institution must provide inmates who seek to exercise their right of access to the courts by pursuing some type of legal claim.

In more concrete terms, suppose a new, large institution were being opened. What sort of legal resources should the prudent, but fiscally conservative, administrator provide? Before Lewis, the apparent alternatives were (1) some form of help from lawyers or other persons trained in the law or (2) a law library that was at least the equivalent of that approved in Bounds v. Smith, 430 U.S. 817 (1977), perhaps modified somewhat by the recommendations of the American Association of Law Libraries (AALL).

See LEWIS V. CASEY, next page
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The “Bounds Library” Option

The first alternative — help from persons trained in the law — has been shunted by most agencies over the years although it is an idea worth revisiting, especially after Lewis. The second — the “ Bounds library” — requires a major investment in both law books and the space to keep them, to say nothing of the effort needed to maintain and operate the law library.

From both a physical and fiscal perspective, most of a law library is comprised of reporters containing opinions from the federal district courts, courts of appeal, and Supreme Court. The generally recommended collection of federal reporters for institution law libraries now totals nearly 1,200 volumes and grows constantly. State court reporters will add perhaps more than 200 more volumes, depending on the state. Other large multivolume sets of materials could add several hundred additional books.

In recent years, reporters and other large collections have become available on CD-ROM. CD-ROMs are slightly cheaper than books and permit collapsing a room full of books into a few inches of shelf space. However, using CD-ROMs depends on the availability of computers, potentially creating other problems. But any agency creating a new law library that will include reporters should consider CD-ROMs instead of hardbound books.

Choosing the Bounds library option leaves a lingering question of how to provide assistance for illiterate inmates, or others incapable of using the library. Assistance from other inmates could perhaps fill this need, but unanswered questions remain as to how much training, if any, those other inmates might need. Lewis tacitly recognizes possible problems for this type of inmate but does not address what to do for them.

No More Right to Browse. After Bounds, “meaningful access to the courts” was interpreted in the library context to mean that the inmate should have access to extensive materials that would permit original research on an issue and pursuit of a claim from initial inquiry through trial and appeal. Some courts went so far as to read Bounds as including a “right to browse” through a law library. Kaiser v. County of Sacramento, 780 F.Supp. 1309 (E.D. Cal. 1991). The right to browse appears to be one of the first casualties of Lewis: “However, recently the Supreme Court has made clear that an inmate does not have a constitutional right to "turn pages in a law library."

Tokar v. Armontrodt, 97 F.3d 1078 (8th Cir. 1996).

Time to Reconsider
Providing Legal Assistance?

The majority in Lewis specifically narrows the scope of Bounds. It “disclaims” sections of Bounds suggesting the right of access to the courts includes a right to “discover grievances, and to litigate effectively once in court” (116 S.Ct. at 2181, emphasis added).

Any access-to-the-courts system is presumed acceptable until someone shows it is not.

Is All This Still Necessary?

Unfortunately for the administrator, Lewis does not provide a definitive answer. The “answer” from Lewis may be only that an institution probably can get away with less for longer than before. Whether less will ultimately be enough is not at all clear. However, Lewis does raise a question as to whether a “ Bounds library” is still required.

The basic principle from Bounds is that a correctional facility is under a duty to provide resources to the inmate to permit the inmate to obtain “meaningful access to the courts.” Lewis reaffirmed this principle but may have effectively changed what it means in practice.
The fact that the institution is not constitutionally mandated to provide legal materials on topics such as parental rights or immigration does not mean there is no value or benefit in providing them.
The Lewis "actual injury" requirement reopens the entire question of such paging systems. "Standing alone, delay and inconvenience (in obtaining access to legal materials) do not rise to the level of a constitutional deficiency." Jones-Bey v. Wright, 944 F. Supp. 723 (N.D. Ind. 1996). Waiting for a book and doing research for an initial pleading on the installment plan, while perhaps frustrating to the inmate, will not create a legal problem unless the delay prejudices the inmate. The Castell' case, cited above, found a paging system plus the ability to contact groups such as the ACLU provided officials with at least qualified immunity.

A slow working paging system could present problems for the inmate trying to respond to a court-imposed deadline, such as the deadline to respond to a defendant's motion for summary judgment. But, and this is a big but, if lower courts accept the Supreme Court at its word about the right of access to the courts protecting only the filing of an initial pleading and not being concerned about the inmate's ability to "litigate effectively," then inadequacies in the library or paging system adversely affecting the inmate in some way after the initial pleading has been filed are irrelevant to violations of the right of access to the courts. Even if courts do not accept this reading of the case, prejudice could be avoided by special delivery procedures when an inmate faces a deadline and/or by the court granting extensions of time to allow the inmate to file necessary pleadings.

A paging system should provide the inmate with a list of materials available from the main library. It should be able to provide documentation of requests received and requests fulfilled.

COMMENT: Lewis invites experimentation. It emphasizes that what is important is that the inmate be able to file at least an initial pleading that addresses a conviction or condition of confinement, not that the inmate be able to browse through a law library full of reporters. It insists that to win an access-to-the-courts claim the inmate must show he was actually injured in attempts to pursue a legal claim. The continued legal necessity for a traditional Books law library seems open to question.

In our next issue, we will offer suggestions for the contents of the low budget law library.
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Sentencing Policy
Three Strikes and You're Out: Vengeance as Public Policy
by David Shichor and Dale K. Seidsreid, eds.

Shichor and Seidusreid assemble a stellar group of authors to write about issues concerning the treatment of repeat offenders, specifically, the "three strikes" laws. The book is well-organized and covers all of the important topics related to this issue. It begins with the legal and historical issues involved in with the enactment of three strikes laws in various states. The first chapter reviews decisions by the United States Supreme Court that have challenged three strikes laws and their predecessors, using Eighth Amendment "cruel and unusual punishment" arguments. "Criminality and the Recidivist," the second chapter, discusses the history of penal practices, specifically focusing on the Jacksonian penalty in the first half of the 19th century, the progressive penalty used in the latter half of the 19th century, and the new penalty, which began being used in about 1960.

The section on "Implementing the Law" includes chapters devoted to the estimated benefits and costs of the mandatory sentencing law in California, the effect at the county and municipal, rather than the state level.

In the "System Effects" section, the various chapters discuss how the enactment of three strikes laws affects law enforcement, the courts, and corrections. "Special Issues" include how the media and society have affected the formulation of three strikes laws, how street gangs will be influenced by such laws, the effects on women offenders and on white collar criminals.

The last chapter discusses the future implications of three strikes as public policy on the legal, penological, criminal justice, policy, and justice issues. This is well-done and should be on the shelves of corrections administrators and policy-makers alike.

Copies: Sage Publications, Inc., 2455 Teller Road, Thousand Oaks, CA, 91320; e-mail: order@sagepub.com.

Rehabilitation
Religion and Rehabilitation
by Andrew Skotnicki

Where the reports on HIV-positive inmates and trends in prison populations and costs are straightforward and factual, this article is more enigmatic and thoughtful. Skotnicki's premise is that when rehabilitation is discussed solely in terms of programs or therapy and rational self-interest, it is ignoring the most important factors, religious faith and conversion. He asserts that in order to make changes in the human heart, there must be more of a conversion than of the mind — a conversion of faith and belief must takes place.

He begins by discussing the idea of rehabilitation, which is assumed by most of the rehabilitation literature as being simplistic; Skotnicki argues that it is much more complex. Previous studies understand rehabilitation as a function of something that someone does to the offender and to which he or she responds, eventually causing the offender to make changes in his or her character and attitudes. He discusses positivism and determinism — how each has had its turn to be popular in penological thinking, and how each swing of the pendulum from rehabilitation to punishment has wreaked havoc on society. This is not waiting-room-reading; it is not meant to be skimmed, but it is complicated and interesting, meant to be carefully read and more carefully contemplated.

Reprints: Institute for Criminal Justice Ethics, Department of Law, Police Science and Criminal Justice Administration, John Jay College of Criminal Justice, 445 West 59 Street, New York, NY 10019.
Here are several titles which might be included in a jail law mini-library. This is not an all inclusive list. Among other things, it does not speak to state law materials nor “how to do legal research” materials.

- **Boston and Manville, *Prisoners Self Help Litigation Manual*. Includes both a “how to file and prosecute a § 1983 action” section as well as section on substantive inmate rights questions. Although it does not include updates, it is a wonderful resource. About $40, from Oceana Publications, phone (9 14) 693-8 100.

- **Detention and Corrections Casefaw Catalog**, Miller, et al, CRS Publications, P.O. Box 1180, Washington Grove, MD 20880 (301) 977-9090. A very long list of case squibs, broken into 50 categories, from “Access to the Courts” to “Work-Prisoner.” Cost - Less than $100.00. An excellent “research starter.” Now includes quarterly updates.

- **Rights of Prisoners**, (or is it The Law of Prisoners’ Rights?) by Mushlin, Shepard’s-McGraw Hill. The most detailed treatise on prisoners’ rights, with pocket parts. While somewhat duplicative of Boston and Manville, including both books would strengthen the library somewhat, for relatively little additional money.


- **AELE Jail and Prison Law Bulletin**, AELE 5519 North Cumberland Ave. # 1008, Chicago, IL 06056-1498. Short summaries of recent cases. Monthly. May be duplicative of the Caselaw Catalog, now that it has quarterly updates.


- **Criminal Law Reporter**, BNA, Washington D.C. Weekly. Includes summaries of major criminal law cases from around the country. Includes some corrections cases. Expensive compared to other items on the list, but probably the best resource for staying current.

